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BMG, KCCI congratulate Muhammad Zubair on becoming 32nd Governor Sindh

TALK
OF THE
MONTH

Governor assures meeting between KCCI, FBR soon to resolve issues
The leadership of Businessmen Group (BMG) and Office Bearers
of the Karachi Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KCCI) have
congratulated Muhammad Zubair on his appointment as 32nd
Governor of Sindh which would surely yield positive results.
A delegation of Karachi Chamber led by Chairman Businessmen
Group & Former President KCCI Siraj Kassam Teli held a meeting
with newly appointed Governor Muhammad Zubair at Governor
House where they warmly welcomed Prime Minister’s decision to
appoint Muhammad Zubair for Sindh’s top constitutional slot.
Besides Siraj Teli, KCCI delegation also comprised of Vice
Chairman BMG Tahir Khaliq, President KCCI Shamim Ahmed
Firpo, Senior Vice President KCCI Asif Nisar, Vice President KCCI
Muhammad Younus Soomro, Former Presidents KCCI AQ Khalil,
M. Haroon Bari, Haroon Agar & Younus Muhammad Bashir,
Chairman Special Committee for Small Traders-KCCI Majeed
Memon, Chairman Special Committee for My Karachi Exhibition
Muhammad Idrees and Former Vice President KCCI Nasir
Mehmood who were fairly optimistic that Muhammad Zubair
would be able to fully realize the grievances being faced by the
Business and Industrial community due to numerous factors and
accordingly issue directives to create an enabling business
environment in Karachi which is the financial and industrial hub of
Pakistan as it contributes a huge sum of more than 65 percent
revenue to the national exchequer.
KCCI delegation, while expressing deep gratitude to Governor
Sindh for holding candid discussions, said that they were really
impressed to listen to Governor’s thought-provoking ideas and
prudent opinion on how to create an enabling business
environment and improve the standard of living in Karachi, which
is the financial and industrial hub of Pakistan.
They appreciated Governor’s full support and cooperation to
Karachi Chamber and assured the same from KCCI’s platform. “We
highly admire your willingness to take up some of the most critical
taxation-related issues with FBR and numerous other issues with
concerned quarters at the federal level”, they added.
KCCI delegation drew the attention of Governor Sindh towards
constant harassment being suffered by the business and industrial
community of Karachi because of massive discretionary powers
conferred to FBR officials even at lower level. Unnecessary raids
were being conducted to harass businessmen and industrialists
whereas the situation has terribly shattered the confidence of
entire business community, they added.

Dear Members

Meanwhile, Governor Sindh Muhammad Zubair, after listening to
the problems being faced by business and industrial community,
assured that a meeting between Karachi Chamber of Commerce
and Industry (KCCI) and Chairman Federal Board of Revenue (FBR)
along with other relevant officials will be called soon at Governor
House in order to discuss and resolve the issues being faced by the
business and industrial community of Karachi due to massive
discretionary powers and constant harassment by FBR Officers.
KCCI delegation also invited Governor Sindh to inaugurate Karachi
Chamber’s 14th My Karachi Oasis of Harmony Exhibition scheduled
to start at the Expo Center from April 7, 2017. They informed that
this three-day long event was regularly being organized since 2004
when Chairman BMG Siraj Teli came up with a brilliant idea to
promote the positive and soft image of Karachi. With the passage
of time, My Karachi Exhibition has succeeded in earning nationwide
and international recognition and it was a matter of pride that My
Karachi Exhibition was being attended by more than 1 million
visitors every year, they added.
In response, Governor Sindh immediately accepted the invitation to
inaugurate 14th My Karachi Exhibition in April and also assured to
visit Karachi Chamber in March as well so that the issues being
faced by business and industrial community could be discussed in
detail.
KCCI delegation hoped to see much closer and improved relations
between Karachi Chamber and the Federal government during
Muhammad Zubair’s tenure as Governor Sindh.

SRB CHAIRMAN VISITS KCCI

Business community terms notices of sales tax on services unlawful
Khalid Mehmood assures to resolve issues between SRB, stakeholders soon
The leadership of Businessmen Group, Office
Bearers of Karachi Chamber and relevant
stakeholders termed the notices of Sales Tax
on services issued by the Sindh Revenue
Board (SRB) as unlawful, questioning the
board's authority over the move.
Representatives of sectors, including private
security firms, travel agents and indenters
raised their concerns at a meeting with the
Chairman SRB Khalid Mehmood who recently
visited the Karachi Chamber of Commerce
and Industry (KCCI).

will settle this matter on priority basis”, he
said.
There are some issues of few sectors which
need attention”, he added.
Speaking on the occasion, Chairman
Businessmen Group & Former President
KCCI Siraj Kassam Teli said the major issue
is interpretation of sales tax by the two sides.
“Due to this conflict in interpretation, some
sectors are facing double taxation from
provincial as well as the federal revenue
authority,” he said.

SRB chief said the issue between the revenue
board and stakeholders would be soon
resolved and the SRB would hold meetings
separately with representatives of each sector
from next week onwards.

Former President KCCI AQ Khalil informed
that some companies also approached the
Sindh High Court against the notices issued
by the Sindh Revenue Board.

The SRB is a business-friendly authority and

He added that despite ongoing negotiations

on the instructions of Sindh Chief Minister,
the Sindh Revenue Board issued recovery
notices to the sectors.
Recently, the Karachi Chamber of Commerce
and Industry sent a letter to Sindh chief
minister regarding the notices issued to
indenters by the SRB.
The chamber said it is unfair to demand such
an irrational tax from indenters who have
been earning foreign exchange.
Instead of appreciating their efforts, the
government decided to penalize them by
imposing such an 'illogical and groundless'
tax.
KCCI urged the chief minister to issue
directives to the Sindh Revenue Board to
stop issuing notices until the issue is
resolved.

At the outset, I would like to inform that the Karachi
Chamber of Commerce and Industry has decided to
aggressively raise voice against the ongoing
harassment, unrest and arm-twisting by FBR
officials which have resulted in intensifying the
hardship for business and industrial community. In
this regard, the first step was recently taken when
KCCI organized All Pakistan Chambers’ and
Associations’ Conference on February 27, 2017 at
Movenpick Hotel which received overwhelming
response as it was attended by all major chambers
and associations across Pakistan. We are very
grateful to each one of them for extending full
support and cooperation to the Karachi Chamber in
its quest to urge the government to immediately
withdraw massive number of discretionary powers
to FBR Officials which have been granted even at
the lower levels.
It is really heartening to note that the Convention
participants agreed on Karachi Chamber’s
viewpoint and assured to fully support all its
initiatives which are focused on dealing with
discretionary powers. Hence, a joint communique
carrying business community’s demands was
issued at the end of Convention whereas a
committee comprising six major chambers was
also formed which is being led by Vice Chairman
Businessmen Group & Former President KCCI Mr.
Haroon Farooki. Besides, Karachi Chamber, the
committee consists of representatives Lahore
Chamber,
Rawalpindi
Chamber,
Islamabad
Chamber, Gujranwala Chamber and Hyderabad
Chamber. The committee will jointly discuss
numerous issues, suggest measures and devise
future plan of action which will be adhered by all
Chambers/ Associations across Pakistan.
I must mention that it was the Karachi Chamber,
which initially announced not to submit budget
proposals this year under protest. With the passage
of time, majority of the Chambers of Commerce
and trade associations are now of a similar opinion
as we are all the victims of a disastrous situation
because of massive discretionary powers and lack
of attention to business and industrial community’s
proposals which we humbly submitted to the
federal government with hopes that some of these
recommendations will be incorporated in the
budget. But, it is a matter of grave concerns that
not a single recommendation by business and
industrial community has ever been made part of
the budget in the last four budgets, which triggered
extreme anxiety amongst businessmen and
industrialists. Therefore, we decided not to send
further recommendations this year and we expect
the same from other Chambers and trade
associations as well which, if done, would surely
send a clear message that the business and
industrial community of entire Pakistan remains
fully united against massive discretionary powers
and constant harassment by FBR officials.
I firmly believe that sending the same old set of
budget proposals again will be yet another futile
exercise as the government already possesses
these proposals and knows what business
community demands. All we need to do this time is
to jointly exert pressure on the government to
implement our previously submitted Budget
Proposals
and
also
incorporate
the
recommendations by Tax Reforms Commission
which would surely resolve all taxation issues,
create an enabling business environment, reduce
Continue To page 30
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ALL PAKISTAN CHAMBERS’ & ASSOCIATIONS’ CONVENTION

Major decisions taken to deal with constant harassment,
extortion & arm-twisting by FBR Ofcials

Chambers and Associations across Pakistan
have unanimously decided not to submit
budget proposals for the next fiscal year to
express resentment against unfriendly
attitude being expressed by the Federal Board
of Revenue (FBR) towards business and
industrial community. The decision was made
at a Convention of Chambers and
Associations of the country, which was
organized by Karachi Chamber of Commerce
and Industry (KCCI) in a local hotel recently.
Chairman Businessmen Group & Former
President of the Karachi Chamber of
Commerce and Industry Siraj Kassam Teli,
Vice Chairmen BMG Tahir Khaliq and Haroon
Farooki, President KCCI Shamim Ahmed
Firpo, Vice President Muhammad Younus
Soomro, Former Presidents KCCI AQ Khalil,
Abdullah Zaki, Younus Muhammad Bashir and
KCCI Managing Committee members were
present at the Convention which was also
attended by VP Lahore Chamber Muhammad
Nasir Hameed Khan, President Rawalpindi
Chamber Raja Ameer Iqbal, President
Islamabad Chamber Khalid Iqbal Malik,
President Gujranwala Chamber Saeed Ahmed
Taj, Former President Sahiwal Chamber Ch.
Muhammad Hussain Zahid, SVP Rahim Yar
Khan Chamber Mohammad Shoukat Hayat
Khan, Acting President Hyderabad Chamber
Turab Ali Khoja, President Mirpurkhas
Chamber Ahmed Saeed Qaimkhani Advocate,
Executive Committee member Sukkur
Chamber Muhammad Ahmed Iqbal, Member

Finance Bahawalpur Chamber Rao Anees-urRehman, President Shikarpur Chamber AlHajj Dhani Buksh Memon, SVP Lasbela
Chamber Badar-e-Munir Patel, President
Larkana Chamber Khair Muhammad Shaikh.

Association Yousuf Mustafa, Representative
of Pakistan Automotive Manufacturers
Association Izhar Ahmed, Former Chairman
Pakistan Hosiery Manufacturers & Exporters
Association Muhammad Javed Bilwani,
Former Central Chairman All Pakistan CNG
Association Junaid Esmail Makda, Secretary
General
Pakistan
Fisheries
Exporters
Association Syed Ahmed, Representative of
All
Pakistan
Particleboards
Manufacturers
Association,
Muhammad Bilal Jafrani, /
Former Vice Chairman All
Pakistan
Fruits
&
Vegetables
Exporter,
Importers
&
Merchants Association
Aslam Pakhali, and
Secretar y
General
Flexible
Packaging
Association of Converters of
Pakistan Nasir Mehmood Rajori
also attended the Convention.

Moreover,
Chairman
Pakistan
Soap
Manufacturers Association Abdullah Zaki,
Chairman Travel Agents Association of
Pakistan Muhammad Naeem Sharif,
Chairman
All
Pakistan
Security
Agencies
Association Muffassar
Atta Malik, Chairman
Association
of
Builders
and
Developers
of
P a k i s t a n
Muhammad Ayub,
Chairman Pakistan
Ya r n
Merchants
Association Danish Hafiz,
Vice
Chairman
Pakistan
Chemical
Dyes
and
Merchants
Association Sohail Ashraf, Chairman Pakistan
Cotton Ginners Association Multan Dr. Jassu
Mal, Chairman Pakistan Plastic Manufacturers
Association
Ehtisham-ud-din,
Former
Chairman All Pakistan Flour Mills Association
Chaudhry Ansar Javed, Patron-in-Chief &
Former Chairman Pakistan Automobiles Spare
Parts Importers & Dealers Association Arshad
Islam, Secretary General Pakistan Dry Battery
Manufacturers Association Yasir Ahmed,
Representative
of
Pakistan
Poultry

-Committee
comprising six
chambers formed
to devise future
plan of action

The reason behind holding this important
convention was to discuss and formulate a
joint strategy to seek resolution of issues and
problems faced by trade and industry all over
Pakistan due to harassment, extortion and
arm-twisting by the taxation authorities
having immense discretionary powers and
utter disregard for the budget proposals
submitted by the chambers and associations
every year.

All Chambers and Associations present at the
convention shared their views, suggestions
and input for the joint strategy to counter
arbitrary and unilateral approach of FBR
officials, policy-makers and Ministry of
Finance.
All
participants
of
the
Convention
unanimously agreed to form a joint
committee comprising six chambers which
will be led by Vice Chairman BMG and Former
President KCCI Mr. Haroon Farooki. The other
members of the said joint committee Vice
President Lahore Chamber Muhammad Nasir
Hameed Khan, President Rawalpindi Chamber
Raja Amer Iqbal, President Islamabad
Chamber Khalid Iqbal Malik, President
Gujranwala Chamber Saeed Ahmed Taj and
Senior Vice President Hyderabad Chamber
Turab Ali Khoja
It was decided that the this joint Committee
will discuss and formulate a joint strategy to
seek resolution of issues and problems being
faced by Trade and Industry all over Pakistan
due to immense discretionary powers,
resulting in undue harassment, extortion,
unrest and arm-twisting by the taxation
authorities and disregarding budget proposals
submitted by the chambers and associations
for the last 4 years.
Moreover, it was further agreed that the
committee members can co-opt more
members from other Chambers/ Associations
Continue To page 29
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Police Act 1861 not workable to deal with crimes
of 21st century: AD Khowaja

- KCCI advised to form focal committee to discuss,
devise strategies for law & order issues
Inspector General Police A.D. Khowaja has
said that the Police Act 1861 was not
workable at all in dealing with crimes of 21st
century hence, this more than 150 years old
Act, has to be replaced with a new Police Act
which must ensure operational and
administrative independence to police
department.

be completing their training by Pakistan Army
on February 10, 2017 whereas another batch
of 15,000 officers will be sent for training on
February 15, 2017. This particular step,
besides dealing with the issue of
politicization, will provide some of the best
and well-trained officers to police department,
he added.

Speaking at a meeting during his visit to the
Karachi Chamber of Commerce & Industry, IG
Sindh requested Karachi Chamber to
advocate this demand to replace the obsolete
Police Act 1861 with a new Police Act which
must focus on transforming police from
‘police force’ to ‘police services’.

AD Khowaja further informed that all police
stations across Karachi were currently being
equipped with a reasonable Reporting Room
to facilitate public which will be completed by
June 2017 whereas the Driving License Office
in Clifton has become completely automated,
resulting in improving its efficiency. “We are
also taking steps to improve other driving
license facilities all over Sindh and it is our
desire that the licenses issues from Sindh
should be accepted globally”, he added.

In response, Chairman BMG Siraj Kassam Teli
agreed to fully support IG’s demand for new
Police Act in lieu of the obsolete Police Act
1861 which will be immediately taken up by
the Karachi Chamber.
Karachi City Police Chief Mushtaq Maher,
Chairman Businessmen Group & Former
President KCCI Siraj Kassam Teli, Vice
Chairman BMG Zubair Motiwala, President
KCCI Shamim Ahmed Firpo, Senior Vice
President KCCI Asif Nisar, Vice President
KCCI Muhammad Younus Soomro, Former
Presidents KCCI AQ Khalil and Younus
Muhammad Bashir, Chairman of Law & Order
Sub-Committee Mansoor Ahmed and others
were present on the occasion.
AD Khowaja also advised Karachi Chamber to
form a focal committee in association with
Police Department in order to jointly discuss
and identify law and order issues, besides
devising strategy to deal with numerous
issues particularly the rising street crimes.
He further said that in order to deal with
politicization of police department, he has
taken some irreversible steps, of which the
most important step is the recruitment of
officers which is now being done by the
Pakistan Army in association with CPLC and
only those officers were being recruited
purely on the basis of merit who qualify NTS
exams.
He informed that a batch of 4,000 officers will

his services to the business and industrial
community of Karachi from Site Association
in 1992 and from Karachi Chamber since
1998, he has been hearing about these issues
and excuses from time to time whereas the
ground reality remains the same as no
positive change has been witnessed in the
policing system which was really worrisome
for the business and industrial community.
Referring to the state-of-the-art technologies
being used in United Kingdom to track
anyone through SIM card, he stressed that
such technology should also be acquired by
Sindh Police which is intelligent enough to
track down any culprit within 2 hours by
swiftly analyzing all the SIM Cards being used
within a specific radius of the crime scene.
Unfortunately, the vested interests were
hesitant to introduce such efficient
technologies in Pakistan in order to hide their
own embezzlements, he added.

Referring to President KCCI’s remarks, IG
Police immediately ordered to grant 6 hours
of leniency period to those citizens who were
not carrying original documents. “No FIR or
legal action will immediately be taken against
such commuters and if they produce the
original documents within six hours, they will
be set free”, he assured.

Referring to reckless driving particularly by
motorcycle riders on the streets of Karachi,
Siraj Teli stressed that a driving license
campaign must immediately be initiated in
order to encourage people to avail a valid
driving license. Nobody can dare to drive in
any other country around the world without a
valid driving license but unfortunately,
majority of the commuters in Karachi do not
hold driving licenses and are totally unaware
about the basic traffic rules which causes
severe traffic mess all over the city.

Speaking on the occasion, Chairman BMG &
Former President KCCI Siraj Kassam Teli
stated that any officer including SHOs, DSPs,
SSPs, and DIGs etc., who have the intent and
strong faith, would surely be able to improve
the performance of police department within
the available resources and under the present
circumstances.

Urging the authorities to take strict action
against such commuters who don’t possess
driving licenses, he advised that at least 10
such commuters should be put behind bars
each day on charge of driving without a
license which, if done, would yield positive
results and encourage people to avail driving
license but these driving licenses should only
be issued if the applicant qualifies the
required tests which have to be made more
stringent.

He was of the view that limited number of
police force, political pressures, low salaries,
lack of funds and other excuses by police
department may all be valid but, despite all
these challenges, the police officers can
deliver positive results if they discharge their
duties more dedicatedly and honestly.
“The existing performance of police
department can be doubled in the prevailing
circumstances only if the officers work
faithfully and honestly”, he added.

Expressing deep concerns over politicizing of
police department, Vice Chairman BMG
Zubair Motiwala said at least 30 percent of
Sindh Police was politicized which was the
basic reason behind the department’s poor

Chairman BMG, while recalling his journey of
trade politics since 1992, said that throughout
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performance. He urged the IG to highlight this
pressing issue and raise voice against
politicization of police department at all
available platforms.
He also underscored the need to introduce
police reforms which was the only way to
improve policing in Karachi. He suggested
that police officers should be given a specific
deadline to deal with street crimes in their
respective areas. Any failure to deal with the
situation within the deadline should result in
either dismissal or penal action against the
concerned officer which would give good
results, he said, adding that the black sheep
in the police department, who were
responsible for defaming the entire
department, should be given exemplary
punishment.
Earlier, President KCCI Shamim Ahmed Firpo,
in his welcome address, said that Karachi
remained the victim of lawlessness in the past
but the situation was much better nowadays
thanks to the ongoing Karachi Operation by
Police and Rangers. However, the citizens
continue to suffer badly on the streets of
Karachi due to rising street crimes which
have to be tackled seriously and an effective
strategy must be devised to deal with this
issue.
Referring to the harassment being caused by
police to the poor and innocent citizens, he
requested the IG to take serious notice of the
situation and strictly order all police stations
across Karachi to refrain from immediately
lodging FIRs against those commuters who
were not carrying original documents. “A
leniency time period of at least 2 hours
should be allowed to such commuters so that
they could produce the original documents
whereas legal action should only be taken if
the original documents were not produced
within 2 hours”, he added.
He advised that the Police officers must
remain highly alert at those locations where
development work was currently underway
which would ensure smooth flow of traffic
and minimize street crimes.
Shamim Firpo also demanded strict action
against violators of traffic signals and oneway rule which were the two major reasons
for severe traffic jams in different
localities every day.
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14th My Karachi-Oasis of Harmony to start at Expo Center from April 7th: Siraj Teli
- BMG Chairman urges to immediately conduct census, electronically hold next election under Army’s supervision
Chairman Businessmen Group (BMG) and Former President of the
Karachi Chamber of Commerce and Industry (KCCI), Siraj Kassam
Teli has announced that preparations were in full swing for staging
14th My Karachi - Oasis of Harmony Exhibition 2016 in a vivid and
lively manner, which will start on 7th April 2017 and will conclude
on 9th April 2017 at Karachi Expo Center.
Addressing a press conference at KCCI Auditorium, BMG
Chairman appreciated the overwhelming support by the media to
My Karachi Exhibition since its inception in 2004 which has
resulted in making this mega event an icon for not just Karachi
Chamber and the Businessmen Group but also for all the
Karachiites. “The success of My Karachi exhibition can mainly be
attributed to the non-stop support by the media since 2004 which
helped a lot in effectively promoting this event”, he added.
Vice Chairman BMG Haroon Farooki, President KCCI Shamim
Ahmed Firpo, Senior Vice President KCCI Asif Nisar, Vice
President KCCI Muhammad Younus Soomro, Chairman of Special
Committee for My Karachi Muhammad Idrees, Former Presidents
KCCI AQ Khalil, Mian Abrar Ahmed, Haroon Agar, Abdullah Zaki,
Iftikhar Ahmed Vohra and Younus Muhammad Bashir, Chairman of
Special Committee for Small Traders Majeed Memon and KCCI
Managing Committee members were also present on the
occasion.
Chairman BMG further said, “My Karachi title was particularly
chosen for this exhibition as we, the business and industrial
community, strongly felt that we have to own this city.” The
success of My Karachi title can be gauged from the fact that many
people have also started numerous events with a similar title of
My Karachi which was initially introduced by Karachi Chamber in
2004. “We are not opposing them for imitating our title but we
warmly welcome all such events as well because all these events
are being held to promote the soft and positive image of Karachi”,
he added.
Explaining the reasons behind choosing the theme ‘Oasis of
Harmony’ for My Karachi Exhibition, Siraj Teli stated that this
theme depicts the diverse, multi-cultural and multi-ethnic
population who speak different languages but live in complete
harmony across Karachi. The theme also represents the entire
business and industrial community of Karachi, starting from a
small shopkeeper to leading industrialists, he added.
Siraj Kassam Teli pointed out that Karachi Chamber has been
constantly staging My Karachi Exhibition since 2004 when Karachi
city was suffering badly due to terrorists’ activities and the law

and order situation of Karachi was not so good.
Moreover, the foreign media was wrongly
portraying any law and order incident
occurring in any particular area in such a
manner that it gave a negative impression
about the entire city. “To rectify this serious
issue, we decided to initiate My Karachi
Exhibition and ensured that the business
and industrial community, all diplomats,
foreign companies and the Karachiites
densely participate in this event. With the
passage of time, this exhibition has succeeded
in gaining nationwide and international
recognition as many countries around the world
have also been regularly participating in this event.”
“Despite law and order disruptions on many occasions from time to
time, we remained kept organizing My Karachi Exhibition at any cost
which has expanded from just three halls in 2004 to all six halls of
the Expo Center where more than one million people visit during all
three days of the exhibition. Every year, My Karachi keeps growing
and improving thanks to the untiring efforts being made by Office
Bearers from time to time who try their best to perform better as
compared to previous office bearers”, he added.
He informed that this year’s My Karachi Exhibition will have 280
stalls in which foreign delegates from 10 to 15 countries are
expected to participate. “It has become a self-sustainable exhibition
and has never been a burden on KCCI. In fact, this exhibition has
generated revenue which is directly submitted to chamber’s kitty”,
BMG Chairman said, adding that 14th My Karachi exhibition will
also be featuring a dedicated flower show, kids play area, birds &
pet show and other recreational facilities whereas the outer area of
the Expo center will be designed in a unique manner for the
entertainment of visitors.
He appreciated the efforts being made by Chairman Special
Committee for My Karachi Muhammad Idrees who has been taking
new initiatives every year to make this exhibition more attractive for
the visiting families. “We ensure equivalent trade and recreational
facilities at My Karachi Exhibition where products are offered to the
visitors at factory rates”, he added.
He said, “Thanks to BMG’s transparent policies, the Karachi
Chamber, which was facing severe financial crisis in 1998, has
succeeded in purchasing a huge plot in Clifton for setting up KCCI’s
building by spending a sum of Rs440 million from its own financial
resources and the construction work will begin soon in the next two
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to three months. BMG, after taking control of
KCCI affairs, devised a strict strategy to ensure
that public money is not being wasted or
misused at any cost.”
Appreciating the overwhelming support
extended by Sindh government, Trade
Development Authority of Pakistan and Law
Enforcing Agencies particularly Pakistan
Rangers Sindh and Sindh Police, Siraj Teli
hoped that the newly appointed Governor Sindh
Muhammad Zubair and Chief Minister Sindh
Murad Ali Shah will also extended full support to
My Karachi Exhibition.
He further commented that Karachi was spread on a
massive land of 3,700 square kilometers and holds a population
of more than 22.25 million so in such a situation, if anything
pertaining to law and order goes wrong in any part of city, people
in other parts are usually unaware of such an incident. Hence it
was highly unfair to portray the entire city unsafe in such a
situation.
“No matter if any one accepts or not, I always say that Karachi is
Pakistan which contributes more than 60 percent revenue to the
national exchequer and we run the entire country yet this city
continues to suffer injustices from the politicians, Siraj Teli said,
Taking advantage of strong media presence at KCCI, Siraj Teli
drew the attention towards delays in census which must be
conducted immediately as it was really essential not only for
Karachi but also for the rest of the country.
He appealed Prime Minister Mian Muhammad Nawaz Sharif and
all other relevant ministers to hold fair and transparent census
under Pakistan Army’s supervision. “It has been 18 years since
last census was conducted which has resulted in creating a
disastrous situation for Karachi and deprived this city from its
rights”, he opined, adding that census must be followed by
rectification of demarcation process under Army’s supervision
whereas the next election should also take place electronically
under army’s supervision which will surely result in the election of
right representatives.
On the occasion, Special prayers were offered for the martyrs of
Lahore incident and also for a technician of Samaa TV Channel
who was killed while discharging his duties in Karachi by some
unidentified culprits.
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AJ&K PRESIDENT VISITS KARACHI CHAMBER

Karachi’s Business Community
urged to invest in Mineral Sector
Inspector General Police A.D. Khowaja has said that the
Police Act 1861 was not workable at all in dealing with
crimes of 21st century hence, this more than 150 years
old Act, has to be replaced with a new Police Act which
must
ensure
operational
and
administrative
independence to police department.
Speaking at a meeting during his visit to the Karachi
Chamber of Commerce & Industry, IG Sindh requested
Karachi Chamber to advocate this demand to replace the
obsolete Police Act 1861 with a new Police Act which
must focus on transforming police from ‘police force’ to
‘police services’.
In response, Chairman BMG Siraj Kassam Teli agreed to
fully support IG’s demand for new Police Act in lieu of the
obsolete Police Act 1861 which will be immediately taken
up by the Karachi Chamber.
Karachi City Police Chief Mushtaq Maher, Chairman
Businessmen Group & Former President KCCI Siraj
Kassam Teli, Vice Chairman BMG Zubair Motiwala,
President KCCI Shamim Ahmed Firpo, Senior Vice
President KCCI Asif Nisar, Vice President KCCI
Muhammad Younus Soomro, Former Presidents KCCI
AQ Khalil and Younus Muhammad Bashir, Chairman of
Law & Order Sub-Committee Mansoor Ahmed and others
were present on the occasion.
AD Khowaja also advised Karachi Chamber to form a
focal committee in association with Police Department in
order to jointly discuss and identify law and order issues,
besides devising strategy to deal with numerous issues
particularly the rising street crimes.
He further said that in order to deal with politicization of
police department, he has taken some irreversible steps,
of which the most important step is the recruitment of
officers which is now being done by the Pakistan Army in
association with CPLC and only those officers were being
recruited purely on the basis of merit who qualify NTS
exams.
He informed that a batch of 4,000 officers will be
completing their training by Pakistan Army on February
10, 2017 whereas another batch of 15,000 officers will
be sent for training on February 15, 2017. This particular
step, besides dealing with the issue of politicization, will
provide some of the best and well-trained officers to
police department, he added.

Referring to President KCCI’s remarks, IG
Police immediately ordered to grant 6 hours
of leniency period to those citizens who were
not carrying original documents. “No FIR or
legal action will immediately be taken against
such commuters and if they produce the
original documents within six hours, they will
be set free”, he assured.
Speaking on the occasion, Chairman BMG &
Former President KCCI Siraj Kassam Teli
stated that any officer including SHOs, DSPs,
SSPs, and DIGs etc., who have the intent and
strong faith, would surely be able to improve
the performance of police department within
the available resources and under the present
circumstances.
He was of the view that limited number of
police force, political pressures, low salaries,
lack of funds and other excuses by police
department may all be valid but, despite all
these challenges, the police officers can
deliver positive results if they discharge their
duties more dedicatedly and honestly.
“The existing performance of police
department can be doubled in the prevailing
circumstances only if the officers work
faithfully and honestly”, he added.
Chairman BMG, while recalling his journey of
trade politics since 1992, said that throughout
his services to the business and industrial
community of Karachi from Site Association
in 1992 and from Karachi Chamber since
1998, he has been hearing about these issues
and excuses from time to time whereas the
ground reality remains the same as no
positive change has been witnessed in the
policing system which was really worrisome
for the business and industrial community.
Referring to the state-of-the-art technologies
being used in United Kingdom to track
anyone through SIM card, he stressed that

such technology should also be acquired by
Sindh Police which is intelligent enough to
track down any culprit within 2 hours by
swiftly analyzing all the SIM Cards being used
within a specific radius of the crime scene.
Unfortunately, the vested interests were
hesitant to introduce such efficient
technologies in Pakistan in order to hide their
own embezzlements, he added.
Referring to reckless driving particularly by
motorcycle riders on the streets of Karachi,
Siraj Teli stressed that a driving license
campaign must immediately be initiated in
order to encourage people to avail a valid
driving license. Nobody can dare to drive in
any other country around the world without a
valid driving license but unfortunately,
majority of the commuters in Karachi do not
hold driving licenses and are totally unaware
about the basic traffic rules which causes
severe traffic mess all over the city.
Urging the authorities to take strict action
against such commuters who don’t possess
driving licenses, he advised that at least 10
such commuters should be put behind bars
each day on charge of driving without a
license which, if done, would yield positive
results and encourage people to avail driving
license but these driving licenses should only
be issued if the applicant qualifies the
required tests which have to be made more
stringent.
Expressing deep concerns over politicizing of
police department, Vice Chairman BMG
Zubair Motiwala said at least 30 percent of
Sindh Police was politicized which was the
basic reason behind the department’s poor
performance. He urged the IG to highlight this
pressing issue and raise voice against
politicization of police department at all
available platforms.

He also underscored the need to introduce
police reforms which was the only way to
improve policing in Karachi. He suggested
that police officers should be given a specific
deadline to deal with street crimes in their
respective areas. Any failure to deal with the
situation within the deadline should result in
either dismissal or penal action against the
concerned officer which would give good
results, he said, adding that the black sheep
in the police department, who were
responsible for defaming the entire
department, should be given exemplary
punishment.
Earlier, President KCCI Shamim Ahmed Firpo,
in his welcome address, said that Karachi
remained the victim of lawlessness in the past
but the situation was much better nowadays
thanks to the ongoing Karachi Operation by
Police and Rangers. However, the citizens
continue to suffer badly on the streets of
Karachi due to rising street crimes which
have to be tackled seriously and an effective
strategy must be devised to deal with this
issue.
Referring to the harassment being caused by
police to the poor and innocent citizens, he
requested the IG to take serious notice of the
situation and strictly order all police stations
across Karachi to refrain from immediately
lodging FIRs against those commuters who
were not carrying original documents. “A
leniency time period of at least 2 hours
should be allowed to such commuters so that
they could produce the original documents
whereas legal action should only be taken if
the original documents were not produced
within 2 hours”, he added.
He advised that the Police officers must
remain highly alert at those locations where
development work was currently underway
which would ensure smooth flow of traffic
and minimize street crimes.
Shamim Firpo also demanded strict action
against violators of traffic signals and oneway rule which were the two major reasons
for severe traffic jams in different localities
every day.

AD Khowaja further informed that all police stations
across Karachi were currently being equipped with a
reasonable Reporting Room to facilitate public which will
be completed by June 2017 whereas the Driving License
Office in Clifton has become completely automated,
resulting in improving its efficiency. “We are also taking
steps to improve other driving license facilities all over
Sindh and it is our desire that the licenses issues from
Sindh should be accepted globally”, he added.

BMG, KCCI condole shocking demise of Moazzam Paracha in Lahore Blast
The leadership of Businessmen Group (BMG) & Office
Bearers of the Karachi Chamber of Commerce &
Industry (KCCI) have expressed deep grief and sorrow
on sad demise of Moazzam Hayat Paracha, who lost
his life in a mysterious blast in Defense Z Block,
Lahore.

Hayat Paracha, who was a senior BMGIAN and Former Managing Committee
Member 2004-05, will always be remembered by the entire business and industrial
community of Karachi for his commitment and dedicated services.

They said that all BMGIANs will miss Moazzam Paracha who
continued to extend full support to BMG’s mission, particularly
during the stiffest elections of Karachi Chamber back in 2004.

BMG Leadership and KCCI Office Bearers said, “We are still in
a state of shock and deeply saddened after hearing the tragic
news of Moazzam Paracha’s death as it is one of the most
difficult time when someone very dear and precious is no
longer with us”.

In a statement issued, Chairman Businessmen Group &
Former President KCCI Siraj Kassam Teli, Vice
Chairman BMG Tahir Khaliq, Zubair Motiwala, Haroon
Farooki and Anjum Nisar, President KCCI Shamim
Ahmed Firpo, Senior Vice President KCCI Asif Nisar ,
Vice President Muhammad Younus Soomro and KCCI
Managing Committee members, while expressing deep
shock over the tragic incident, said that Moazzam

They prayed for the blessings and forgiveness to the departed
soul and also prayed that may Almighty Allah endows courage
to the family members of Moazzam Paracha to bear this
irreparable loss.
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Glimpses of DG Rangers' visit to KCCI
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Sindh govt. starts work on new
Police Act, says Shehla Raza

Deputy Speaker of Sindh Assembly Shehla Raza,
while terming it a ‘good news’, said that the
Sindh government has started work devising a
new Police Act in order to resolve the policing
issues under the existing obsolete Police Act
1861.
Speaking at a meeting during her visit to the
Karachi Chamber of Commerce and Industry
(KCCI), Deputy Speaker added that instead of
complaining in front of the society about the
obsolete Police Act 1861, IG Sindh A.D.
Khowaja should have taken up and discussed
this issue with the government.
Chairman Businessmen Group and Former
President KCCI Siraj Kassam Teli, Vice Chairman
BMG Haroon Farooki, President KCCI Shamim
Ahmed Firpo, Senior Vice President KCCI Asif
Nisar, Vice President KCCI Muhammad Younus
Soomro, Former Presidents KCCI AQ Khalil and
Abdullah Zaki, Chairperson of Women
Entrepreneurs Sub-Committee Durre Shahwar
Nisar, Chairman of Special Committee for My
Karachi Exhibition Muhammad Idrees and KCCI
Managing Committee members attended the
meeting.
On the occasion, special prayers were offered
for the victims of Lahore blast in which a senior
BMGIAN and Former Member of Managing

Committee 2004-05 Moazzam Hayat Paracha
was also amongst those who were martyred in
this incident.

Govt. should have implemented
Police Order 2002 with some
amendments: Siraj Teli

public and complete all these projects within the
shortest possible time, she added.
Appreciating the efforts being made by Karachi
Chamber to promote the positive image of
Karachi city by regularly holding My Karachi
Exhibition, Shehla Raza said that it was really
heartening to note that Karachi Chamber has
continued to regularly hold this event even in
such circumstances when the entire city’s law
and order situation was at its worst, which
makes Karachi Chamber really a true Pakistani,
she added.

Shehla Raza further informed that Sindh
government was focusing on improving the
standard of police department and maximum
funds were being allocated in this regard. There
was a time when a petty amount of just 200,000
to 300,000 was given to heirs of the martyrs of
police department which has been raised to Rs2
million while the pay scale of police force has
also been improved, she added.
She said that as compared to other provinces,
Sindh has devised and implemented some of the
best and maximum number of legislations
including the recent legislations to deal with
domestic violence, under-age marriage, underage labor and harassment at workplace etc. “We
are also working closely with USAID to improve
water management, health and education in
Sindh”, she added.

Chairman Businessmen Group & Former
President Siraj Kassam Teli, in his remarks,
pointed out that the Police Act 1861 was
devised by the British rulers some 150 years
ago with an intention to control the public but
this Act was not valid in the prevailing
circumstances, hence it has to be replaced with
a new and improved Police Act.
He recalled that the obsolete Police Act 1861
was replaced by Police Order 2002 during Gen.
Musharraf’s rule which also contained some
flaws but it was much better. Unfortunately, this
Police Order was suspended and destroyed by
all politicians belonging to PPP and MQM
whereas the obsolete Police Act 1861 was
reinstated, creating severe policing issues.

Commenting on the grievances being faced by
masses due to development work in Karachi,
she said that a total of 25 development projects
were simultaneously underway all over Karachi
city which was the reason for numerous
problems being suffered by Karachiites.
However, Sindh government was striving hard
to minimize the hardships, ensure safety of

Instead of reinstating Police Act 1861, the
government should have continued with Police
Order 2002 with some amendments which were
required to deal with some of its flaws, he
added.
Earlier President KCCI Shamim Ahmed Firpo,
while expressing deep concerns over
deteriorating law and order situation, said that
although the situation improved during the last
three years but nowadays it seems that the law
and order situation has started worsening again
which was really alarming for the business and
industrial community.
“Street crimes were taking place at some of the
busiest markets of the city even in broad day
light, which terribly affect local businesses as
people prefer not to visit these markets for
shopping”, he said, adding that Sindh
government must take strict notice of the
situation and take stringent steps to deal with
rising street crimes.
President KCCI Shamim Ahmed Firpo, while
appreciating Shehla Raza’s constant support and
participation in My Karachi Exhibition since
2004, invited the Deputy Speaker to attend this
year’s exhibition as well which was scheduled to
be staged on April 7th, 8th & 9th April 2017 at
Expo Center.

Shamim Firpo urges authorities to speed up
development work
President of the Karachi Chamber of Commerce and Industry
(KCCI) Shamim Ahmed Firpo has urged the authorities to speed up
various ongoing infrastructure development projects pertaining to
construction and rehabilitation of roads as the citizens have been
facing immense hardships and constantly complaining about severe
traffic jams at some of the busiest roads of Karachi.

In a statement issued, Shamim Firpo said that the business and
industrial community warmly welcomes Sindh government’s
willingness to improve the road infrastructure of Karachi which was
in an extremely dilapidated state but this development work should
be carried out in a more organized manner with proper provision of
alternate routes, availability of traffic officials all the time to ensure
smooth flow of traffic and completion within the minimum possible
time by utilizing all available resources.
Referring to construction work for Green Line Project by Federal
Government, followed by rehabilitation and reconstruction of Tariq
Road and University Road along with remodeling of Baloch Colony
Flyover, President KCCI stated that Karachiites have been suffering
badly every day due to development work at all these roads. The
development work at these roads commenced simultaneously
without provision of proper alternate routes/ diversions, which
causes severe traffic jams not only at these four roads but also at
many other localities in different parts of the city, he added.

He said that each day, almost 3.5 million vehicles move on the
streets of Karachi including the hardly available and very narrow
alternate arteries near the sites of development projects. With a
limited number of just 3200 traffic police officers responsible for
controlling the rising traffic of entire Karachi, driving on the streets
has become a nightmare for the citizens and it gets worst when the
commuters become victims of street crimes. The traffic gridlocks at
some of the busiest roads of Karachi provide a perfect opportunity
to easily deprive the clogged commuters from cash and valuables
which also requires attention, he added.

Shamim Firpo opined that instead of simultaneously initiating
development work at some of the key roads of the city, the
authorities should have taken up these projects one-by-one, which
would have resulted in swift completion of these projects and
created minimum problems for the citizens. “Engaging the entire
development machinery and workforce on any single project and
continuation of development work round the clock would have been
a wiser move, creating meager and tolerable problems for
commuters”, he added.
Appreciating the joint review of the development projects by Chief
Minister Sindh Murad Ali Shah and Mayor Karachi Waseem Akhtar
who toured numerous sites on Sunday, President KCCI said that it
was a positive omen which clearly indicates their seriousness
towards resolving the issues of Karachi but they must devise an
effective strategy to complete all these projects at the earliest
otherwise the public may lose patience and come out on the streets
to protest.
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Shamim Firpo further noted that the construction work for Green
Line Project, which was initiated by the Federal government almost
a year ago, was also moving at a snail’s pace. Consequently, the
commuters plying the 20-km long road have to face serious
problems due to constant traffic jams whereas the standstill water
at some spots, which is caused either due to chocked sewerage line
or because of wrecked pipeline, further aggravates the hardships.
He was of the opinion that if the development work for Green Line
Project continues to move on at the same slow pace, it may require
one more year or may be more than that to reach completion.
Shamim Firpo advised the authorities to take notice of the entire
traffic flow situation of Karachi and devise an effective strategy to
provide some sigh of relief to the perturbed citizens, besides
ensuring round the clock continuation of development
work so that the Karachiites could be hopeful
about completion of these projects
in near future.
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Indonesian CG urges Business
Community to diversify exports
Consul General of Indonesia, Mr. Dempo
Awang Yuddie has urged the Business and
Industrial Community of Karachi to diversify
their exports to Indonesia in order to improve
their existing share in the Indonesian market.
Speaking at a meeting during his visit to the
Karachi Chamber of Commerce & Industry
(KCCI), the Indonesian CG said that some
traditional items including leather, rice,
footwear, kinnows, cotton and textile products
etc. were currently being exported to
Indonesia but there were so many other
sectors in which trade can be improved.
“Similarly many Indonesian products can also
be introduced in the Pakistani market. During
my tenure as Consul General, efforts will be
made to promote trade and investments
between the two countries in not just
traditional sectors but all sectors of the
economy”, he added.
President KCCI Shamim Ahmed Firpo, Senior
Vice President KCCI Asif Nisar, Vice President
KCCI Muhammad Younus Soomro, Chairman
of Pakistan-Indonesia Business Forum
Shamoon Zaki and KCCI Managing
Committee members were also present at the

meeting.
The Indonesian CG further said that Pakistan
was a very important country for Indonesia
and so was Indonesia for Pakistan. It was a
matter of satisfaction that both countries have
been enjoying good political, economic and
cultural relations.

relationship were particularly special, founded
on common mutual religious outlook.
He said that the trade between the two
countries was heavily in favor of Indonesia as
Pakistan’s exports were declining while
imports have been rising steadily in the past
few years. “During 2015-16, Pakistan
exported goods worth $126 million as against
$137 million in 2014-15, showing a decline of
around 8 percent whereas Pakistan's imports
increased to $1.2 billion during 2015-16
against imports of $1.1 billion in 2014-15,
depicting a surge of 10 percent”, he added.

Stressing the need to effectively promote
Pakistani products and services in the
Indonesian market, he invited the business
and industrial community of Karachi to
participate in a Trade Expo in Indonesia which
is organized every year in the month of
September and October. He also underscored
the need to explore some of those potential
areas which could attract Indonesian
investors.
In response to Karachi Chamber’s invitation
pertaining to Indonesian participation in 14th
My Karachi – Oasis of Harmony exhibition,
the Consul General said that details of this
mega event have already been disseminated
amongst the Indonesian Business &
Industrial community.

He was of the view that there was a huge
potential for enhancing bilateral trade
relations between Indonesia and Pakistan.
Pakistani leather manufacturers can explore
Indonesian market to import cheaper skins
and hides whereas the two countries can also
enhance their bilateral trade by exchanging
commodities. The Halal Food industry holds
great potential for enhancing trade, he added.

Earlier, President KCCI, while welcoming the
Indonesian CG, said that Pakistan-Indonesia

He noted that besides economic and
commercial cooperation, Indonesia also

intends to invest in power projects as well
which the business and industrial community
warmly welcomes as it will facilitate Pakistan
to enjoy the expertise of Indonesian coal
sector for producing electricity. “Moreover,
Indonesian real estate developers have been
approached by Pakistan for technical
cooperation & financial investment. In this
regard, the Indonesian companies can explore
possibility of investment to develop real
estate projects in Pakistan”, he suggested
Appreciating the non-stop participation of
Indonesia in Karachi Chamber’s My KarachiOasis of Harmony Exhibition since its
inception in 2004, President KCCI formally
invited the Indonesian Consulate to
participate in 14th My Karachi – Oasis of
Harmony Exhibition which is scheduled to be
organized in the month of April 2017.
“This three-day long event is regularly being
organized since 2004. My Karachi Exhibition
will provide an excellent opportunity to the
Indonesian businesses to showcase their
products and create strong linkages with their
counterparts in Karachi”, he added.

Ambassador invites KCCI to participate
in Nepal Investment Summit
Ambassador of Nepal Ms. Sewa Lamsal Adhikari has invited
the Karachi Chamber of Commerce and Industry (KCCI) to
participate in the forthcoming Nepal Investment Summit
scheduled to be organized in Katmandu on March 2-3, 2017.
Exchanging views with KCCI Office Bearers during her visit
to the Karachi Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KCCI), the
Nepalese Ambassador added that the Investment Summit
was being organized to promote Nepal as the investment
destination for the next decade which will showcase
investment opportunities especially to large scale investors
who were keen to explore opportunities in new destinations.
President KCCI Shamim Ahmed Firpo, Senior Vice President
KCCI Asif Nisar, Vice President Muhammad Younus Soomro,
Honorary Consul General of Nepal Mushtaq K. Chhapra,
Commercial Attaché of Nepal Prashant Thakur and KCCI
Managing Committee members were also present on the
occasion.
Nepalese Ambassador urged the Pakistani Business and
Industrial community to invest in different sectors of
Nepalese economy, particularly the hydropower sector which
has the potential to offer lucrative opportunities whereas
major facilities are accorded to the investors in Nepal.
She was of the view that although the trade volume between
Pakistan and Nepal was currently not at a satisfactory level
but the situation can be improved as the two countries have
tremendous potential in the areas of trade, tourism,
investment and cultural promotion.
Sewa Adhikari stressed the need to exchange business
delegations for enhancing trade and promotion of
investment opportunities between Nepal and Pakistan. “We
will fully facilitate such delegations from Karachi Chamber in
this regard”, she added.

hurdles in the expansion of trade.
She said that the trade ties have a much higher chance of
improving as both the countries were important members of
the SAARC, share common international views and enjoy
good relations and background.
She was of the view that Nepal and Pakistan have been
enjoying older and friendly bilateral relations ever since the
establishment of diplomatic relations. “Our relations are
eminent, strong and based on inseparable cultural activities”,
she added.
She was fairly optimistic that 2017 is going to be a
remarkable year to enhance bilateral trade relations between
Pakistan and Nepal.

FY16 declined 78% to $0.13 million as against imports of $0.59
million in the same period last year whereas the trade balance has
usually remained in favor of Pakistan.
Touching upon some of the potential areas for enhancing trade,
President KCCI said that as tea consumption was one of the
highest in Pakistan whereas Nepal was one of the finest tea
producers, this creates a good trade opportunity between the two
countries. Similarly, in recent past, Nepal has emerged as one of
the best quality producer of coffee. Hence, the Pakistani coffee
entrepreneurs must avail advantage of geographic proximity in
having these products at competitive price.

Earlier, President KCCI Shamim Ahmed Firpo, while
welcoming the Nepalese Ambassador, stressed that
enhanced trade between Pakistan and Nepal can prove to be
extremely advantageous, considering the low transportation He further pointed out that Pakistan and Nepal hold strong
potential to enter into joint ventures particularly in the fields of
costs.
textile, pharmaceutical, health and human development. Agriculture
He noted that the volume of trade between Pakistan and has special potential for expansion of bilateral trade. Nepal and
Nepal has not reached to significant levels due to limited Pakistan can explore products of comparative advantage favored
trade operations. However, in FY16, Pakistan's export to by specific climatic zones in both countries, he added.
Nepal increased gigantically to $108 million as against
exports of a mere $2.73 million in the corresponding period He further stressed the need to have direct air link between Nepal
of last year. A sharp surge was witnessed in the exports of and Pakistan, increased exchange of business delegations and
establishment of display centers in each other’s countries which
textiles, cements and food items to Nepal, he added.
will boost the trade ties and enable both the countries to enjoy
He further informed that Pakistan's import from Nepal during increased profits.

She opined that agriculture and tourism were the main areas
where both countries can collaborate but the logistics issues,
lack of communication and proper marketing were some
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SLIDING EXPORTS: Concerns prevail unless averted
However, the persistent declining trend in the exports of Pakistan have become a major concern for
the policy makers lately. In the times when exports are already waning, ensuring incessant capital
inflows for paying the foreign obligations and stabilizing foreign exchange reserves becomes an
uphill task. The repercussion of this continuous drop in exports is far reaching as it is likely to put
pressure on the foreign exchange reserves in the wake of massive debt repayments to donor
agencies like IMF and other financing arrangements in the near future. Unfortunately, coupled with
mounted oil as well as non-oil imports, the unabated fall in Pakistan’s export made the country to
post highest ever trade gap of $ 23.90Bn in the Fiscal Year 2016. The trade gap witnessed 8%
increase in FY16 compared to $ 22.16Bn in the same period of corresponding year.
During FY16, exports were recorded at $ 20.80Bn as against $ 23.67Bn in FY15 while imports
amounted to $ 44.77Bn compared with $ 45.83Bn in the previous year. It is interesting to note that
although, the global petroleum and commodity prices remained at lower side last year, the exports
of Pakistan declined by 12% while imports dropped only by 2%. Resultantly, the size of export
sector in overall economy shrunk to paltry 5.8% of GDP during FY16 in contrast to 13% at the start
of year 2000 against Vietnam’s export sector equaling to 90% of its GDP, India’s to 23% and
Bangladesh’s over 17% of GDP. This is an alarming situation as such a high trade gap may result in
further accumulation of foreign debt to meet the foreign obligations.
Moreover, in the first seven months of Fiscal Year 2017, the situation got even worse where
Pakistan’s trade balance deteriorated by 28.68% to $ 17.42Bn where exports have nosedived to $
11.69Bn compared with $ 12.07Bn in the corresponding period last year. While imports took an
upward trajectory; surged by 13.6% to $ 29.11Bn from $ 25.62Bn in the same period of last fiscal
year mainly on the back of enhanced CPEC related machinery imports.

PAKISTAN'S TRADE SNAPSHOT
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Pakistan’s long term economic stability is contingent with achieving sustainable economic
development which is largely associated with stable growth in exports.

Trade Balance ($ Bn)
Export Items

The widened trade deficit in FY16 hit the overall balance of payments and raised current account
deficit by 20% to $ 3.26Bn compared to $ 2.71Bn in the preceding year. Luckily, improved net
Foreign Direct Investment (FDI), healthy remittances, receipts from the Coalition Support Fund
(CSF), and debt receipts particularly on the part of IMF played important role in keeping the financial
account positive and upped the foreign exchange reserves by 24% to $ 23.10Bn in FY16 from $
18.69Bn in previous year. However, as the anticipated slowdown in remittances, excessive
repayments of debt and liabilities and repatriation of profits take their toll, the economy will have to
depend more on additional debt in the absence of any noticeable growth in exports and investment.

Unit

Exports ($ Bn)

FY15
Vol.

FY16

Knitwear

TH.DOZ

103,851

Value
($ Bn)
2.41

Rice
Garment
Cotton Cloth

M.T
TH.DOZ
TH.SQM

3,861,406
30,899
2,074,177

2.04
2.10
2.45

Vol.

On the global level, contraction in the world markets and reduction in the global commodity index
remained the main exogenous factors which had a major impact on the overall exports. The value of
exports dropped even when Pakistan exported greater quantity of the products. For instance, the
volume of knitwear increased by 15% followed by rice exports which improved by 10% however
their exports value witnessed a drop during FY16.

% Change
Vol.
Value

119,769

Value
($ Bn)
2.37

15%

-2%

4,262,216
32,076
2,106,014

1.86
2.20
2.21

10%
4%
2%

-9%
5%
-11%

Bed Wear
M.T
324,551
2.10
326,574
Towels
M.T
172,156
0.80
177,946
**M.T=Metric Ton; TH.SQM=Th. Square Meter; TH. DOZ=Th. Dozen.

Reduced Global Commodity Index

Imports ($ Bn)

2.02
1%
-4%
0.79
3%
0%
Source: KCCI Research, PBS

Will CPEC really benefit Pakistan exports?
A $ 51.5Bn China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) flagship project has been lately receiving
govt.’s top priority due to its economic viability. CPEC as part of China’s One Belt One Road (OBOR)
initiative, will be a ~3,000kms long corridor which will connect Western Chinese province Xinjiang
with Pakistan’s deep seaport Gwadar which would enable China to access Arabian Sea. CPEC project
will improve Pakistan’s infrastructure by laying down road and railway networks, setting up power
projects, industrial economic zones and deep sea port. However, it has been estimated by IMF that as
the corridor becomes operational by 2017-18, CPEC related imports of Pakistan would increase by $
5.7Bn until 2020 which would further deteriorate the already trade balance between China and
Pakistan.

Tumbling Export Share in International Markets
When compared with the region, Pakistan’s export performance remained lackluster in terms of
percentage share in the world exports. As evident from the table below, Bangladesh and Vietnam
experienced gradual rise in global exports share; as they occupied 0.20% and 0.98% market shares
during 2015 rising from 0.13% and 0.53% in 2011, respectively. However Pakistan’s share in total
world’s export witnessed a marginal decline to a meagre 0.13% in 2015 from 0.14% in 2011. The
year 2015 was marked by the weak demand, subdued economic activity and diminished future
economic prospects due to which the world output remained low.

Moreover, with $ 2.8Bn invested under CPEC for constructing railway network from Karachi to
Peshawar, the transportation cost would greatly improve and enhance the competitiveness of
Pakistani products at local level. On the other hand, the corridor will facilitate China to import oil
through shorter trade route and at low freight charges which would reduce its import bill as well as
production costs. Furthermore, China would also be able to save on days to exports goods to the
Middle Eastern, African and European countries.

Higher Concentration in Export Markets & Products
The reason for lackluster growth of Pakistan’s export for the past many years can be easily traced
down to the fact that exports have remained highly concentrated to just a few markets and limited
commodities. The products primarily involve low tech and labor intensive manufacturing where
major chunk of export goods is consumed by US and EU regions. The EU absorbs almost 31% of
Pakistani goods while U.S. covers 17% of the goods exported by Pakistan in the whole world.

Keeping in view the fact that China is a large exporter of labor intensive goods like footwear, textiles,
clothing, furniture, plastic products and ceramics; there are more chances that Pakistan would see
huge influx of cheap Chinese goods in the local markets through CPEC which would toughen the
competition for local industries of Pakistan. Not only this, Chinese government has planned to
develop its Xinjiang province as a textile city which would grab Pakistan’s export markets due to their
cost competitiveness, in future.

Exports to EU and its GSP Plus Scheme
Being one of the most important trading partners of Pakistan, European Union (EU) offers
tremendous trade opportunities and tariffs reliefs. Pakistan reached a deal on GSP Plus in December
2013 with the then EU block having 28 member countries. Under the scheme, “0” tariffs are
applicable on 20% of the goods exported by Pakistan while preferential rates are available on 70% of
the goods export to the EU. Initially, the status had been granted till 2017, however, with the
satisfactory implementation of relevant international conventions by Pakistan, the validity period has
been enhanced up till 2023. The status has provided support to the country’s plummeting export
where prior to the trade deal, Pakistan goods export were recorded at $ 5.6Bn in FY13 which after
just one year of implementation jumped by 17% to $ 6.6Bn in FY14 and then further rose to $ 6.6Bn
in FY15. However, the status failed in furthering up Pakistan’s exports in FY16. Its imports from
Pakistan mainly cover textile and clothing items, cotton, surgical instruments, sports goods as well
as leather products. Lamentably, Pakistan did not remain successful in making the optimal use of
this Scheme.

Unrealistic Strategic Trade Policy Framework 2015-18
In wake of intensified global competition, the policy incentives for the promotion of exports by
Pakistan become even more critical. In its Strategic Trade Policy Framework (STPF) 2015-18,
Commerce Ministry had focused on facilitating trade by way of reducing cost of doing business,
standardizing products, applying regulatory measures, enhancing markets (Africa, CIS & Latin
America) and product (leather, pharmaceutical, fisheries and surgical instruments) diversification, and
improving export competitiveness. It anticipates increasing exports to $ 35Bn by the end of FY18
which seems overly optimistic under present circumstances. Even though, the goals set under the
policy are all encompassing for exports enhancement, the implementation of policies remains weak or
impractical. As exports are still continuously declining in the ongoing fiscal year 2017, there is an
urgent need of revisiting the trade policy.

Post Brexit situation for Pakistan

Ineffective Textile Policy

“Brexit” is the term which is interchangeably being used for referring to the “Britain Exit” from a
political and economic partnership of EU after a referendum which took place on Jun. 23, 2016.
Since UK would not be the part of EU any longer, the benefits extended to UK importers on tariffs
under GSP Plus scheme would be ended. Currently, EU absorbs 31% of Pakistan’s export items and
thus provide tariff relief on this major chunk. However Post Brexit, since EU share would be reduced
to 24% so would be the tariff relief that would be applied on lesser export items of Pakistan. Thus
Pakistan’s export quantum would be affected to greater extent. However, recently UK has
assured that Pakistan would either be offered a trade package similar to the GSP
Plus or a Free Trade Agreement (FTA) which bodes well for Pakistan.

The subsidies and rebates being offered to the textile exporters of Pakistan under Textile Policy are
meagre in comparison to what has been offered by the regional competitors like India, Bangladesh
and China. The government approved Textile Policy 2014-19 under which, government has given
incentive to its exporters only in the form of insurance facilities and export credit guarantees. In this
regard, the markup rate was reduced to 3% in Jul.’16 from earlier 4.5% and 9% in 2014 and 2010
respectively. Similarly, the rate of Long Term Financing Facility (LTFF) for the period of 3-10 years was
also reduced to 6% in Jul.’15 from earlier 11.4%. The policy needs to be made more promising for
the largest revenue generating sector to get the desired results.
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Share of South Asian Economies in World Exports with Values ($ Bn)

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

Pakistan
Value
% share
25.3
0.14%
0.13%
24.6
0.13%
25.2
24.7
0.13%
0.13%
22.2

China
Value
% share
1,898
10.40%
2,049
11.13%
2,209
11.74%
2,342
12.33%
2,275
13.80%

Vietnam
Value
% share
97
0.53%
115
0.62%
132
0.70%
151
0.79%
162
0.98%

Thailand
Value
% share
229
1.25%
230
1.25%
229
1.21%
228
1.20%
211
1.30%

India
2%

India
% share
1.67%
1.60%
1.66%
1.69%
1.62%

Bangladesh
World
Value
% share
Exports
24.4
0.13%
17,816
25.1
0.14%
17,930
29.1
0.15%
18,300
30.4
0.16%
18,493
32.4
0.20%
15,984
Source: KCCI Research, WTO

Currency appreciation hurting the exporters

EXPORTS DESTINATION
- WISE

Saudi Arab
2%

Value
304.6
294.2
313.2
321.6
267.1

Singapore
1%

For the past few years, as world’s commodity index has remained low; many developing countries
have since depreciated their currencies on competitive basis in order to grab higher market shares of
export. Many developing countries are involved in sort of price war with each other where Indian
government has depreciated its currency by 9% since 2014, Thai Baht has been depreciated by 9.5%,
Sri Lankan rupee by 15% and Japanese Yen by 8.8%. In contrast, Pakistani government has rather
appreciated its rupee for reducing the impact of its debt burden in dollar terms which has created
difficulties for the exporters to remain cost competitive in the international markets. The Monetary
authorities in Pakistan are stuck in the dilemma of balancing import and debt repayments which
constitutes a much larger chunk than exports.

EU
24%

Bangladesh
3%
U. A. E.
5%

Investment led Exports Growth Strategy
The investment led exports growth has proved to be an important strategic tool in various countries
like Vietnam, China, Singapore, Malaysia and Cambodia where exports have been enhanced manifold
by attracting foreign investment chiefly in the sectors engaged in the manufacturing of export
commodities. However, in case of Pakistan, FDI is predominantly being attracted in the Power sector
followed by Oil and Gas exploration and telecommunication sectors. During FY16, power sector
received $ 751Mn followed by $ 289Mn received in Financial Business and $ 249Mn in the oil and gas
explorations. Pakistan’s export driven sectors like textiles, engineering goods, and pharmaceuticals
have mostly remain untapped.

Afghanistan
6%
Others
23%

U.K.
8%
China
9%

U. S. A.
17%

Trade fairs and exhibitions for promotion of trade

EXPORTS - PRODUCTS WISE
All Other Items
5%

Trade fairs and exhibitions are a major source of jacking up economic and trade activities. In past
several years the efforts to increase the participation, frequency and scope of trade fairs in Pakistan
appears to have stagnated while other countries are gearing up B2B linkages through increased
number of trade fairs and exhibitions and heavy marketing of these events to attract more and more
business.

Petroleum & Coal
1%
Textile
60%

Other
Manufactures
15%

KCCI, with its limited capacity, has been playing an instrumental role in organizing a mega
international exhibition named My Karachi – Oasis of Harmony attracting significant participation by
the businesses from around the globe.
There are very few exhibitions organized by Pakistan which do not suffice the needs of increasing
exports of Pakistan. Hence, Pakistan needs to further upgrade its capacity to match global
competition to attract more international participants. Participation of Pakistani exporters in
international trade fairs and exhibition also needs to be enhanced in order to increase their presence
in global trade markets and to positively present Pakistan’s image in the world.
Points to Ponder on for Exports Enhancement

Food
19%

It has become crucial that the exports are jacked up in order to provide enough inflows to the country
to meet the foreign payment obligations including that of imports and debt repayments. Following
points needs to be pondered on to tackle the issue of declining exports:

Source: KCCI Research, SBP

-

The lack of export competitiveness tops the list among the reasons of export decline. As
competitiveness is largely attributed with the country’s trade policy, investment climate and
trade facilitation, Pakistan suffers from weak infrastructure, poor and costly logistics along with
low level of trade facilitation which have greatly contributed in keeping exports growth and
competitiveness subdued.

-

As cost of electricity has got doubled to ~PKR 11 per kilowatt/hour against regional electricity
prices of ~PKR 8, cost of doing business has increased manifolds which has hampered the
country’s export to large extent.

-

The measures taken by the government authorities for five export oriented sectors in the form
of export package are going to help the exporters in the short run. However there is a need for
a broad based solution to arrest the rise in cost of production to make exportable goods more
competitive.

-

Making improvements in the border and customs management as well as enhancing the
efficiency of the land transport would help in bringing down the cost of logistics, customs and
port operations.

-

The government authorities should devise strategy for attracting Foreign Direct Investment in
export-oriented sectors like that of textile sector. It is the largest source of export earnings for
the country where investments can be attracted for manufacturing value added commodities
like performance fabrics, technical textiles and home furnishing products.

-

The issue of declining exports would not be resolved until the upfront structural issues are not
catered properly. These issues include poor security situation, unattractive business climate
and higher energy tariffs.

-

Establishment of Exim bank has been on the cards for extended period however its
implementation is still pending on the part of government authorities which should not be
further delayed. It will fulfil needs of the exporters of low cost of borrowing and help in
reducing the risks.

Decline in Cotton Production
Pakistan is one of the largest cotton producers in the world. However, the recent climate changes,
infestation of pink bollworm and whitefly pests as well as droughts have greatly affected cotton
production in the country. During FY16, import of raw cotton surged 118% to $ 750Mn as against
imports of $ 343Mn in the same period last year. It is estimated that Pakistan will need to import at
least 3Mn bales during FY17 owing to cotton shortage of around 15% so that it can meet demand for
various purposes. Measures are needed to improve cotton yields so as to minimize the need for
importing cotton to bridge the gap.
Logistics & Infrastructure improvement for Export Competitiveness
Currently, Pakistan’s logistics are considered to be the poorest among whole region and stands below
the global averages. Pakistan’s 90% international trade is routed through sea and Karachi seaports;
Karachi Port Trust (KPT) & Port Qasim handle 95% of this trade. However the dwell time of container
in Karachi is 7 days which is about three times more than that in developed countries, East Asia and
Europe. Similarly, the vessel call charges at KPT are also one of the highest in region; standing at
around $ 27,000 compared with $ 2,890 at Dubai port and $ 2,975 being charged at Singapore’s port.
Furthermore, exporting from Karachi takes around 141 hours in fulfilling documentary and border
compliance compared to 20 hours in OECD countries while 294 hours are consumed to import from
Karachi relative to only 13 hours from OECD countries. Similarly, 80% of the land transport is over
roads which incur higher logistic cost due to poor customs and border management as well worn out
infrastructure.
Removal of High Tariffs on Raw Materials Imports
The tariff strategy has also been hindering the exports at large by subjecting high tariffs on import of
raw materials required for manufacturing value added finished goods for export purpose. The rise in
custom and regulatory duties have no doubt enhanced the tax revenues however, at the same time, it
has negatively impacted the trade facilitation. Some respite was seen in the average tariffs which have
declined from 14.4% in FY13 to 13.4% in FY16, these are still on the higher when seen in the global
perspective of competitiveness.

Disclaimer: This report has been prepared by KCCI Research & Development Department. The
information contained herein have been compiled or arrived at based upon information
obtained from sources believed to be reliable and in good faith. Such
information has not been independently verified.
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Pakistan’s perception needs to
be improved to transform
potential into success story: CG
Consul General of Switzerland Mr. Philippe
Crevoisier has said that although potential exists
but efforts must be made to improve the
perception and image of Pakistan in order to
transform this potential into success story.
Exchanging views with KCCI Office Bearers during
his visit to the Karachi Chamber of Commerce &
Industry, the Swiss Consul General said, “In order
to attract more Swiss businesses and investment
in Karachi, we will have to concentrate on
improving the perception about the security
situation of Karachi and the overall image of
Pakistan which is of big importance.”
President KCCI Shamim Ahmed Firpo, Senior Vice
President KCCI Asif Nisar, Vice President KCCI
Muhammad Younus Soomro and KCCI Managing
Committee members were also present at the
meeting.
Philippe Crevoisier pointed out that Switzerland
has been in Pakistan since its existence and many
Swiss companies were successfully doing
business here in Karachi. “We are being

represented not only in Islamabad but also in
Karachi which is a very good sign as not so many
European countries were not present here. This
clearly indicates that we actually see the potential
and I am trying to understand how to transform
this potential into success story”, he added.

and look for opportunities.
He said that Karachi holds huge potential for
Swiss companies and it was a good sign that
many businessmen from Karachi were also eager
to do business with Switzerland.

Philippe Crevoisier informed that Switzerland’s
industry comprises of 80 percent SMEs which
were well-organized to quickly react to numerous
markets and they were looking forward to
enhance their exports to new markets but
unfortunately, Pakistan was not on the priority list
of these companies mainly due to the perception.

Earlier, while welcoming the Swiss Consul
General, President KCCI Shamim Ahmed Firpo
informed that Karachi, which is the economic and
financial hub of Pakistan, offers profitable
investment opportunities and added facilities for
investment and joint ventures to Swiss Investors.
This city, which contributes more than 65 percent
revenue to the national exchequer, was an
attractive place for the Swiss SMEs, who can
surely earn maximum profits by exploring
opportunities.

He was fairly convinced that the overall security
situation was much better as compared to the
perception. It has improved during the last few
years which was likely to encourage many Swiss
companies including SMEs to get into this market

Commenting on Pakistan-Switzerland relations,
he said Pakistan and Switzerland have always
enjoyed long-standing cordial, friendly and multifaceted ties. It is heartening to note that
Switzerland was ranked 5th in terms of foreign

He said that although the existing investment and
trade figures between the two countries were very
nice but still low which have to be improved but
this is not going to be an easy task.

Kenyan HC worried over
limited trade volume,
underscores diversification

direct investment in Pakistan and was a reliable
trading partner.
He said that many Swiss companies operating in
Pakistan were engaged in different sectors
including energy, chemicals, pharmaceuticals,
agriculture
solutions,
catering,
cigarette
manufacturing, food, telecommunication, quality
testing, machinery and construction material
which the business community warmly welcomes
but many other important sectors also offer
lucrative
opportunities
hence,
exploring
opportunities in these sectors should also be
considered by Swiss companies.
President KCCI noted that during FY 2015-16,
Pakistan exported goods of worth $65 million to
Switzerland as against exports of $94 million
during the same period of preceding year,
showing decline of 31% which needs attention.
The imports from Switzerland increased by
13.5% during FY16 after totaling at $736 million
as compared to $648 million a year earlier. The
trade balance is therefore heavily tilted in favor of
Switzerland, he added.
He was of the view that potential exists for Swiss
businessmen to invest in Pakistan on 100 percent
equity basis or as joint ventures with local
industries. Pakistan can greatly benefit from
Swiss expertise in energy sector, mining,
agriculture, and equity market. The possibility of
cooperation also exists in supplying raw materials
and finished products for fertilizers, chemicals,
and pharmaceutical industry in Pakistan, he
added.

to be organized on 11th and 12th May 2017 in Nairobi.
To a query, the Kenyan High Commissioner said that visas were
being issued by the High Commission within three days whereas
Pakistani business community can obtain visas by applying
through the High Commission, seek visa on arrival facility or opt
to apply online. Replying to another query regarding exorbitant
duties, he advised the Karachi Chamber to submit their
proposals about reduction in duty on rice being imported from
Pakistan so that any reduction or removal could be taken into
consideration by the concerned authorities in Kenya.
Earlier, President KCCI Shamim Ahmed Firpo, while welcoming
the Kenyan HC, said that Karachi, which is the economic and
financial hub of Pakistan, offers profitable investment
opportunities and added facilities for investment and joint
ventures to Kenyan investors. He said that with improved law
and order situation and upon completion of China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor and Gwadar Port, this region is likely to
attract substantial amount of foreign investment from different
parts of the world whereas Kenya can also benefit from the
situation by investing or undertaking joint ventures.

High Commissioner of Kenya Julius K. Bitok, while expressing
worries over limited trade volume between Pakistan and Kenya,
advised the business and industrial community of Karachi to
seriously focus on diversifying their exports to Kenya in order to
improve the meager trade volume between the two countries.
Exchanging views with KCCI Office Bearers during his visit to
the Chamber, the Kenyan HC added that rice and tea were two
main commodities which were traditionally being traded
between the two countries but there were a host of many other
Pakistani products which can not only be introduced in the
Kenyan market but also to many other African across Africa via
Kenya.
President KCCI Shamim Ahmed Firpo, Senior Vice President
KCCI Asif Nisar, Vice President KCCI Muhammad Younus
Soomro, Chairman Special Committee for My Karachi Exhibition
Muhammad Idrees and KCCI Managing Committee members
were present at the meeting.
Kenyan High Commissioner said that Kenya, being the member
of Common Market for Eastern & Southern Africa (COMESA),
can be used by Pakistani business community to access a
huge population of more than 400

million people inhabiting in the COMESA region, which
comprises of 20-member states.
Kenyan High Commissioner also underscored the need to
promote tourism opportunities between the two countries and
enhance linkages between Nairobi Chamber and Karachi
Chamber which would bring the business communities of the
two countries more close to each other and definitely yield
positive results. “KCCI should hold business-to-business
meetings with their counterparts in Nairobi Chamber either in
Karachi or in Nairobi and we will fully facilitate such meetings”,
he added.
He was of the view that Kenya, being an economically stable
country, was a safe place for Pakistani investors as doing
business in Kenya was much easier as compared to other
African states. The World Bank has also issued a report recently
in favor of Kenya which recognizes the country as the most
improved country in terms of ease of doing business, he said,
adding that the Kenyan government offers one-stop shop where
investors can register their businesses without any hassle.
He also invited Karachi Chamber to participate in the
forthcoming 3rd Africa Tea Convention & Exhibition scheduled
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He was of the view that Pakistan and Kenya have been enjoying
good relations since 1960s, when Pakistan expressed its
support for Kenya in getting independence from the British rule.
The bilateral trade relations between Pakistan and Kenya are
based on mutual cooperation which is expanding with the
passage of time. During Fiscal Year 2016, goods exported by
Pakistan to Kenya fell by 12% to $252.27 million compared to
$286.52 million in the corresponding period of last fiscal year.
On the other hand, Pakistan's import from Kenya increased by
40% to $389.01 million during FY16 as against imports of
$277.90 million in FY15, he added.
He was of the view that there was a huge potential to enhance
bilateral trade between Kenya and Pakistan. As Kenya is one of
the largest country in East Africa, Pakistan can export
pharmaceutical and surgical items, sport goods and farm
machinery etc.
Shamim Firpo underscored that the Karachi Chamber wants to
promote business, mutual understanding and friendly relations
between Pakistan and Kenya. We also want to promote Kenyan
investment and partnerships in Pakistan and do
everything
for
the
development
of
Pakistan–Kenya
business
cooperation, he added.

Pictorial Highlights

President Karachi Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KCCI) Shamim Ahmed Firpo presenting KCCI’s Crest to Member of Mission from British High Commission Dr.
Mark Shaw who visited KCCI to discuss matters of mutual interest. Member Mission from British High Commission Tariq Mahmud, Senior Vice President KCCI Asif
Nisar, Vice President KCCI Muhammad Younus Soomro and others are also seen in the picture.

President of the Karachi Chamber of Commerce and Industry Shamim Ahmed Firpo receiving crest from Chairman of Pakistan Yarn Merchants Association Danish
Hanif during the visit of KCCI delegation to PYMA Office. Senior Vice President KCCI Asif Nisar, Vice President KCCI Muhammad Younus Soomro and KCCI
Managing Committee members are also seen in the picture.

President of the Karachi Chamber of Commerce and Industry Shamim Ahmed Firpo presenting Chamber’s crest to Commercial Attaché of Peoples Republic of China Zhang Chao during the visit of
a Chinese delegation to KCCI. Vice President KCCI Muhammad Younus Soomro and KCCI Managing Committee members along with Chinese delegates are also seen in the picture.

President of the Karachi Chamber of Commerce and Industry Shamim Ahmed Firpo presenting Chamber’s crest to Dr. Khaula Shirin, Director Fuel Research Center PCSIR during her visit
to Karachi Chamber. Vice President KCCI Muhammad Younus Soomro and KCCI Managing Committee members are also seen in the picture.
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Pictorial Highlights

President of the Karachi Chamber of Commerce and Industry Shamim
Ahmed Firpo presenting Chamber’s crest to General Secretary CPFA
Shahid Mohiuddin during his visit to Karachi Chamber. Senior Vice
President KCCI Asif Nisar, Vice President KCCI Muhammad Younus
Soomro and KCCI Managing Committee members are also seen in the
picture.

President Karachi Chamber of Commerce and Industry (KCCI) Shamim
Ahmed Firpo receiving memento from CEO TPN Mehmood Tareen at the
Digital Banking & Payment Summit which was attended by President KCCI
as Chief Guest. Executive Director State Bank of Pakistan Samar Hassan,
Member Finance PTA Tariq Sultan and Advisor Banking & Insurance SubCommittee KCCI Ateeq ur Rehman are also seen in the picture.

President of the Karachi Chamber of Commerce and Industry Shamim
Ahmed Firpo receiving crest from President JCI Alumni Club Hyderabad
Rizwan Nirbhan during the visit of a KCCI delegation to Hyderabad.
Secretary General JCI Hyderabad is also seen in the picture.

Vice President of Karachi Chamber of Commerce and Industry Muhammad
Younus Soomro presenting 14th My Karachi Exhibition’s brochure to Iranian
Consul General in Karachi Ahmad Mohammadi during the visit of KCCI’s
delegation to Iranian Consulate. Former Senior Vice President KCCI
Muhammad Ibrahim Kasumbi, Chairman Special Committee for My Karachi
Exhibition Muhammad Idrees and others are also seen in the picture.

Senior Vice President of the Karachi Chamber of Commerce and Industry
Asif Nisar presenting Chamber’s crest to Faculty Member of American
School & College for Higher Studies Professor Sameer Hassan, who led a
delegation of students to Karachi Chamber. Vice President KCCI
Muhammad Younus Soomro, Managing Committee members and others
are also seen in the picture.

President of the Karachi Chamber of Commerce and Industry Shamim Ahmed
Firpo receiving crest from Senior Vice Chairman of Pakistan HVACR
Importers and Traders Association Muhammad Anis at a certificate
distribution ceremony of Brand of the Year Awards held recently.
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NOTICE FOR RENEWAL OF KCCI MEMBERSHIP
All members of the Karachi
Chamber of Commerce and
Industry are hereby informed
that their membership will
expire on 31st March 2017,
irrespective of the date of grant
of membership whereas the
membership renewal process for
2017-18 is currently underway.
KCCI membership is renewed on annual basis upon
fulfilment of the following conditions:
i)

Payment of prescribed subscription fee has to be
made not later than Friday, 31st March

Mode of Payment:
Payment is accepted through Pay Order, in favor
of Karachi Chamber of Commerce & Industry

2017.
ii) Proof of filing of Income Tax and Sales Tax (if
applicable) for the preceding year should also be
submitted.

OR

HabibMetro

Membership Renewal fee is Rs1,900/Bills against Membership Renewal have already been
dispatched to all members on their respective
available postal addresses. Members can also collect
duplicate bill(s) from Karachi Chamber’s Office in
case they have not received their bill(s).
Cash Deposit Voucher must be submitted at KCCI’s
Membership Department otherwise, the membership
will not be renewed.
Members advised to kindly ignore this notice in case
they have already renewed their membership
whereas any member seeking further assistance in
this regard, can contact relevant department on
Phone # 99218001-9 Ext: 141 or 129 during Office
Hours.

Cash for Membership renewal can be
deposited at any branch of HabibMetro
Bank in Karachi
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Shamim Firpo worried over rising
street crimes, demands effective
& result-oriented strategy

President of the Karachi Chamber of Commerce and Industry
(KCCI) Shamim Ahmed Firpo, while expressing deep concerns
over rising street crimes all over the city, urged the Law
Enforcement Agencies (LEAs) to devise an effective and resultoriented strategy to completely thwart rising street crimes, which
continue to haunt the citizens who are terribly frightened all the
time on the streets of Karachi.
In a statement, President KCCI said that although substantial
improvements have been witnessed in dealing with target killers,
kidnappers, extortionists and terrorists after the commencement
of Karachi Operation in 2013 but the street crimes, pertaining to
snatching cash, mobiles, motorcycles, cars and other valuables,
continue to worsen in every nook and corner of the city where
Karachiites were fearlessly being looted not only during wee
hours but also in broad daylight at some of the busiest streets.
President KCCI said that street crimes have triggered a persistent
element of fear while commuting around which also restricts
business growth as consumers tend to minimize their shopping
amid fear of being robbed on the streets and the businesses
particularly retailers have to bear the additional burden of security
costs.
He said that it was a matter of grave concern that 60 locations of
the city have been identified as highly unsafe where incidents
pertaining to street crimes were frequently being reported every
day but disappointingly, the elements responsible for carrying out
criminal activities in these areas on a gunpoint were not being
apprehended. “Carrying pistols and fearlessly looting the masses
at a location where police mobiles can easily be seen nearby
carrying out snap checking or patrolling gives an impression that
these criminals were probably carrying out their looting activities
in close connivance with local police”, he added.
Referring to a statement by CPLC Chief, President KCCI acceded
that it was a very serious issue that around 60 motorcycles and
35-40 mobile phones were either being snatched or stolen daily in
Karachi which is intolerable.
He was of the opinion that the rising street crimes in Karachi pose
serious question on the performance of LEAs particularly Police
Department which continues to follow the obsolete policing
methods to curb crimes. “There is a need to revamp police
department on war footing basis as it is the prime responsibility
of police to effectively deal with street crimes”, he stressed,
adding that unfortunately, this department was constantly being
neglected both at the federal and provincial levels which was a
sheer injustice to the citizens of Karachi.
Shamim Firpo said that lack of attention, corruption, poor
governance and constant political interventions have terribly
deteriorated police department. On one hand, policing in Lahore
was being supplemented by additional forces like the Dolphin
Force (DP) launched in April 2016 but on the other hand, Karachi,
which is the financial and industrial hub of Pakistan, contributing
a mammoth share of more than 65 percent revenue to the
national exchequer, is constantly being ignored, which the
business and industrial community strongly protests.
He urged the Federal and Provincial governments to pay special
attention to the issues of Karachi, particularly the rising street
crimes which must be strictly tackled in order to ensure relief to
Karachiites.
He also demanded from the Inspector General of Sindh Police to
issue strict directives to all SSPs, DSPs and SHOs of the city to
strictly curb rising street crimes within a specific timeframe in
their respective jurisdictions. Any failure to deal with street crimes
within the pre-notified timeframe should result in immediate
suspension of concerned officers and deployment of more
responsible and honest officers which was the only way to
yield positive results, he added.

President KCCI for timely settlement of pending refund claims
- Urges refund claims’ settlement on monthly or quarterly basis
President of the Karachi Chamber of Commerce and
Industry (KCCI) Shamim Ahmed Firpo, while referring to
numerous requests received from KCCI members, urged
the government to timely settle the pending sales tax
refunds claims in order to save manufacturers-cumexporters, particularly small exporters from suffering
severe liquidity crunch.
In a statement issued, President KCCI recalled that
under Prime Minister’s directives, Sales Tax refunds of
up to Rs22 billion were settled in the month of August
2016 which was followed by another settlement of
refunds claims of Rs21 billion for the period ending
June 1, 2015-June 30, 2016 in the month of November
2016 but it has been three months now since the last
payments against refund claims were made whereas
such claims have been escalating every day, triggering
anxiety amongst many taxpayers. “Refund claims of last
7 months of the current fiscal year have not been cleared
which has intensified the hardships particularly for small
exporters due to severe liquidity crunch”, he added.
Shamim Firpo, while welcoming Federal government’s
move to release Rs22 billion and Rs21 billion to settle
pending refund claims of fiscal year ending June 30,
2016, stated that although this move provided the
much-awaited relief to exporters but this relief should be
ensured on sustainable basis which would surely ensure
sufficient availability of liquidity to manufacturers-cumexporters, enhance their productivity and pave way for
uplifting the depressed exports of the country.
In this regard, he advised the government to devise an
automated system which must ensure release of
pending refund claims on monthly or quarterly basis
which, if done, would enable the industrialists and
exporters to efficiently devise their future business
expansion strategies and create an enabling environment
in which the businessmen and industrialists will be least
bothered about the release of refund claims and stay
focused on exploring ways and means of how to
enhance their businesses and exports.

He opined that the improved economic figures along
with positive developments taking place due to ChinaPakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) clearly indicate that
Pakistan was headed in the right direction and was likely
to become one of the fastest growing economies of the
world but on the other hand, the government must
ensure a level-playing field to the business and industrial
community so that they could be able to catch up with
the pace and stay afloat in the extremely competitive
business environment.
“In the highly challenging and competitive environment,
there was a time when the phrase ‘Survival of the fittest’
was widely used for potential export destinations around
the world but this phrase has now expanded to ‘Survival
of the fittest & the Cheapest’ which must be taken into
consideration by the government and the business and
industrial community should, accordingly, be given
incentives and cost-cutting relief in order to ensure
sustainable economic growth”, he added.
Shamim Firpo hoped that the government comes up
with pro-business initiatives as only such initiatives can
rescue Pakistan’s economy from the clutches of IMF.
“We are ready to utilize all our expertise and resources
to promote industrialization and expansion in the
country but the government must also support the
business community and refrain from taking antibusiness moves which hinder progress and prosperity
for the country”, he added.

KCCI President slams 100pc cash margin on consumer items import

- Regulation to have adverse impact on mobile phone importers
President of the Karachi Chamber of Commerce and
Industry (KCCI) Shamim Ahmed Firpo has slammed State
Bank’s decision to impose 100 percent cash margin on
import of a number of consumer items.
He said that this imprudent move was likely to promote
smuggling and inflate prices of many items, resulting in
intensifying the hardships not only for the concerned
traders but also for the general public.
In a statement issued, President KCCI noted that the
requirement of 100 percent cash margin has been
prescribed on items such as motor vehicles, mobile
phones, jewelry, cosmetics, personal care, electrical and
home appliances etc. “Except a few items in which 100
percent cash margin has been imposed, most of the items
are used in almost every single household across Pakistan
therefore, the State Bank’s claim of having nominal impact
on general public was completely baseless”, he added.
He said that the relevant importers and suppliers were
forecasting a 60 percent drop in imports of these items
which would obviously results in creating severe
shortages and trigger inflation, having a deep impact on
public.
Shamim Firpo particularly pointed out that 100 percent
cash margin requirement on import of Mobile Phones
would adversely affect all the mobile phone importers who
have invested heavily in this industry and have contributed
billions of rupees to the national exchequer during the
past several years.
He said that with the same level of investment, the
business would shrink by 60% and if the same rate of
return on equity was maintained, the price will inflate
significantly whereas those who are working with banks
on different financing arrangements such as Finance
Against Imported Merchandise (FIM), Murabaha and
Running Finance etc. will not be able to do business at the
same scale after this regulation.
This regulation will give ample opportunities to parallel
economy to flourish and reduce government’s revenue as
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no rational businessman would double the investment in
Mobile phone industry which has a history of fluctuating
duty structure and inconsistent import policy, he added.
He was of the view that some major importers, who have
substantial liquidity available with them, will stay afloat
whereas majority of the small importers whose
businesses were operating purely on the basis of credit,
will be completely wiped out of the scenario.
President KCCI pointed out that although the State Bank
claims to bridge an alarmingly high trade deficit through
this move but instead of devising such discouraging and
anti-business steps, the government should seriously
focus on devising an effective strategy on war-footing
basis to deal with Pakistan’s depleting exports.
It seem that the government has remained totally
unsuccessful in all its attempt to improve the descending
exports hence, they had no other option but to block the
imports in order to deal with widening trade deficit and
save foreign reserves to clear country huge debts,
Shamim Firpo said, adding that instead of taking steps to
reduce the cost of doing business which was the only
way to improve Pakistan’s competitiveness and enhance
exports share in the foreign markets around the world,
the government decided to penalize the importers which
was not the right solution and must be condemned.
He urged Federal Finance Minister and Governor State
Bank to review the entire situation and immediately
withdraw the unjust decision to impose 100 per cent
cash margin on import of numerous consumer items,
which would provide relief to perturbed traders and go in
favor of the masses. He hoped that the decision makers
would pay attention to this serious issue, hold
consultations with stakeholders prior to implementing
such decisions which directly affect trade & industry
and take those steps which are in favor of the
economy, businesses and the
masses.

Monthly News Roundup
Improved power supply helps LSM post growth of over 7%

Pakistan attracts investor interest at Aspire World summit

Work on TAPI pipeline to kick off in Pakistan.

Pakistan’s Large-Scale Manufacturing (LSM) posted a handsome growth
of over 7% in Dec.’16 over the corresponding period of the previous year.
The higher-than-expected growth recorded in the LSM sector in Nov.’16
and Dec.’16 is attributed to improvement in the power and gas supplies
to industries. LSM grew by only 3.9% during 1HFY17. For FY17, the govt.
had targeted LSM growth at 5.9%. LSM data showed growth of 2.99%
during the quarter under review.

Investors at the Aspire World Investments summit in Dubai have
expressed a keen interest in investing in various sectors in Pakistan.
Aspire World Investments has already announced its plans to develop 56
specialized economic zones in Pakistan as part of its CPEC initiative. They
announced a highly ambitious five-stage investment propulsion plan to
develop the 56 specialized economic zones inside Pakistan and welcomed
the global community to benefit from the highly lucrative investment
climate in the country.

Work on the long-awaited Turkmenistan-Afghanistan-Pakistan-India
(TAPI) gas pipeline will kick off in Pakistan in Feb’17 as Tapi Company,
which has the mandate to run the pipeline, has awarded the project
management consultancy contract to German firm ILF. A team from
Turkmenistan will reach Islamabad on 14th Feb’17 to begin work on the
route survey, engineering and feasibility study to implement the Tapi
pipeline project.

Pakistan will be 16th largest economy by 2050: PwC report
Pakistan will become the 20th largest economy among 32 peers by 2030
and will further grow to become the 16th largest by 2050, according to
the report by PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC), one of the world’s largest
professional services firms. According to the report, by 2030, Pakistan
will improve its rank from 24th to 20th and will see a further
improvement of four places in the next 20 years, based on projected GDP
(at PPP).
Pakistan's economy is a pleasant surprise: Bloomberg report
Describing the country "a clear winner" of this year in terms of the world's
most underrated economies, a report carried by Bloomberg said Pakistan
is one of the world's most pleasant surprises as its stock market has put
in a good performance, rising 46% over the last year, with GDP growth
hovering in the range of 4% and may reach 5% in future while Since
2002, the rate of poverty has fallen by half. However, debt-to-GDP ratio is
high at more than 60%, but the country has graduated from its IMF
adjustment program and appears to be in a stable fiscal state.
Pakistan’s inclusion in emerging market list to boost investment
Pakistan's inclusion in the emerging market list will be a great
achievement which will create more investments opportunities, despite
the challenging environment. The global index provider MSCI has
reclassified its Pakistan Index to the higher status of 'Emerging Markets'.
The MSCI is expected to announce this decision at a Semi-Annual Index
Review in May’17. The decision will upgrade Pakistan from the status of
'Frontier Markets' to 'Emerging Markets' and is expected to generate
inflows of global portfolio investment, amounting to $ 475Mn by the
middle of 2017.
Fitch affirms B credit rating for Pakistan
Fitch Ratings has affirmed Pakistan's Long-Term Foreign and LocalCurrency Issuer Default Ratings (IDRs) at 'B' with stable outlook as
foreign reserves have strengthened, fiscal deficit reduced and significant
progress has been made on structural reforms. The country's economic
outlook has brightened and looks promising in the current FY17.
However, Pakistan's public debt/GDP ratio of 64.8% at end-FY16 is
higher than the 'B' median of 56.7%.
Moody’s sees high growth, marks challenges
Credit rating agency Moody’s expects Pakistan’s real GDP to expand by
4.9% in FY17 and 5% in FY18. However, it marked the government’s high
financing requirements and the country’s weak institutions, high levels of
corruption and high susceptibility to unexpected shocks in a turbulent
political landscape, as key challenges.
Pakistan improves on World Bank’s logistics index
According to the latest report of World Bank (WB), Pakistan had
successfully managed to strengthen its position in the Logistics
Performance Index (LPI) for 2016. It put Pakistan at 68th position out of
160 economies. Pakistan managed to advance four places from the 72nd
rank in 2014 to 68th place in 2016, by securing a score of 2.92. While,
neighboring India stood at 35th position whereas China was at number
27th in the LPI and Germany remained the top performer for the second
consecutive time.
Pakistan fares better than India, Bangladesh in renewable energy
Pakistan has fared better in terms of adopting renewable energy than in
indicators of access to energy and power efficiency, finds a report of the
World Bank. The report titled, ‘Regulatory Indicators for Sustainable
Energy (RISE)’ showed that Pakistan did better than regional peers such
as Bangladesh and India in adopting renewable and green energy, scoring
77 points to land a place in the ‘green zone’. India and Bangladesh scored
67 and 57 points, respectively.
China to enhance imports from Pakistan in 2017
China will enhance its imports from Pakistan in 2017, keeping in view the
spirit of CPEC that mean to give boost to their mutually beneficial socioeconomic cooperative partnership. The Chinese govt. has realized the
existing imbalance in the two countries' bilateral trade and is encouraging
its business sector to explore opportunities of overcoming it. It was
assured by the Chinese side that there will be more trade with Pakistan
this year.

Japan sees Pakistan as next destination for investors
Japanese Embassy’s First Secretary Katsunori Ashida, in a meeting with
businessmen, has said that Pakistan could be the next destination for
Japanese investors due to its low labor cost and potential market for
business. Katsunori said Japanese investors doing business in Pakistan
are quite satisfied and more Japanese investors could come to Pakistan if
the security situation was further improved. While talking about free trade
agreement (FTA) between Pakistan and Japan.
Tajikistan to join Pakistan road link bypassing Afghanistan
The Economic Coordination Committee (ECC) of the Cabinet under the
chairmanship of Finance Minister Ishaq Dar has approved allocation of $
25Mn for National Disaster Risk Management Fund (NDRMF) and to
exempt withholding tax on dividends to the Transmission Line project in
accordance with the recommendation tabled by regulator Nepra,
especially belonging to public sector for making investments inside the
country.
CPEC initiative: Xinjiang to inject over PKR 24Bn on building highway
network
The Chinese govt. has decided putting in huge amount on laying highway
network for improved connectivity between Pakistan and China. In this
connection, the Xinjiang Uygur autonomous region will inject record
funding of 170Bn yuan (PKR 24.8Bn) into building new roads in 2017 so
it can better serve as China’s trade hub linking countries along the Silk
Road economic belt. The region plans to start construction this year on
6,096Km of highways.
Gwadar airport to be completed in Oct
Construction work on the Gwadar International Airport costing PKR 22Bn
would be completed in Oct’17. It will be the largest airport in Baluchistan
that will facilitate domestic and international passengers with facilities of
international standards. The airport will be capable of playing host to the
largest passenger planes in the world including the Airbus A380 jet.
Govt. finally allocates PKR 25Bn for Gwadar LNG pipeline
The govt. has earmarked PKR 25Bn out of gas infrastructure
development cess (GIDC) collection for implementing the $ 2Bn Gwadar
liquefied natural gas (LNG) pipeline project. The govt. has received about
PKR 183Bn so far on account of GIDC meant for spending on different
gas pipeline projects.
PSX to be listed by June
Chairman of the stock market’s divestment committee informed that PSX
would stand listed on the bourse by the end of June’17. With 40% shares
of the PSX already distributed to the original owners the 200-strong
stockbroker fraternity and another 40% sold to the Chinese consortium,
the remaining 20% shares of the bourse are to be offered to the public in
an IPO.
SBP, WB ink agreement to achieve strategic goals
SBP and World Bank (WB) have inked an agreement on technical
cooperation for achieving the strategic goals under SBP's Vision 2020.
This is the first such agreement signed by the WB on Reimbursable
Advisory Services (RAS) with any country in South Asia region. SBP
Strategic Plan (2016-2020) has been framed and built to focus on
resolution of strategically important issues facing Pakistan's economy
and the financial sector.
Intellectual property association launched
The draft bill for protection of intellectual property rights and the much
awaited Geographical Indication Protection law have been finalized and
submitted to the government by the Intellectual Property Organisation of
Pakistan (IPO). This was disclosed by Chairman IPO Shahid Rashid at
the launching ceremony of Intellectual Property Association of Pakistan
(IPAP). He explained that GI Protection law will help safeguard popular
Pakistani products such as Basmati rice, Wazirabad cutlery and Sialkot
sports goods in the world market.
Pakistan’s first Internet Exchange Point needs to be lauded

UAE has lifted the eight year old ban on import of poultry and its
products from Pakistan. The UAE has granted permission to import day
old chicks and hatching eggs form the companies which are certified for
export ministry, possess health certificates and certified for export by the
UAE. The UAE annually imports more than $ 700Mn of poultry products,
a market from which Pakistan was barred for 8 years.

The inauguration of Pakistan’s long-delayed first Internet Exchange Point
(IXP) by the IT minister on 27th Jan’17, is a landmark in the country’s
Information Communications Technology (ICT) history. Without a
domestic the Internet Exchange Point (IXP), the entire internet traffic of
the country goes outside its borders to get routed to its destination, even
if the destination happens to be in the same room as the origin. It enables
and encourages global players like Google to bring their servers to the
country. More IXPs are planned at other locations in the country.

CPEC pie eyed: Bahrain to push GCC for strategic dialogue: FM

World Bank to sponsor tourism projects in Pakistan

Showing keen interest in CEPC, Bahrain has pledged to push the Gulf Cooperation Council to initiate strategic dialogue with Pakistan. Bahrain
Foreign Minister while co-chairing the first Pak-Bahrain Joint Ministerial
Commission with Foreign Affairs Adviser Sartaj Aziz, said that Bahraini
delegations will visit Pakistan next month to hold talks and explore
opportunities along the CPEC and special economic zones. He further
said that FTA between Pakistan and the GCC is in the pipeline.

The World Bank (WB) has pledged its support to the Pakistan Tourism
Development Corporation (PTDC). The bank is committed to developing
tourist facilities and resorts in the country by sponsoring different
projects. The planned projects include a bus terminal at Nankana Sahib,
one motel each at Hawks Bay (Karachi), Moenjodaro and Baran Kalay as
well as tourist facilitation centres in Karachi, Lahore, Islamabad,
Muzaffarabad, Gilgit, Peshawar and Quetta. Tribune.

UAE lifts 8 years old ban on Pakistan poultry products
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US company to install second FSRU at Port Qasim
A consortium of Pakistan’s private companies have struck an agreement
with a US firm to install a LNG floating storage and regasification unit
(FSRU) at Port Qasim. Unit will have a capacity of 400 mmBtu which
could be upgraded to 600 mmBtu. Combined both FSRU would be
enough to generate around 6,000 megawatts of power.
Suzuki promises $ 660Mn investment, subject to conditions
Suzuki Motor Corporation of Japan has informed the federal government
that total investment by Pak Suzuki Motor Company (PSMC) and its
vendors will touch $ 660Mn. New entrants to the auto sector will receive
certain incentives and benefits for five years under the Auto Policy 201621. In a letter to Finance Minister, SMC Managing Officer and Executive
General Manager Global Automobile Operations Kinji Saito requested him
that the same incentives and benefits must be given to existing players
for two years from the start of the mass production of new models.
China Mobile to invest $ 200Mn in Pak
In its annual business conference, China Mobile Pakistan (Zong) has
announced another $ 200Mn investment in Pakistan, aiming to expand its
network by adding 3G/4G sites which are poised to reach the highest
mark of 10,500 by the end of 2017. With additional investment and
network expansion, Zong intends to expand its 4G coverage to not only
urban but also rural areas of the country. The company has already
invested over $ 2Bn in Pakistan in the recent years.
UK Company to build cement plant in KP
The agreement for long-term operation and maintenance of the 425MW
Nandipur Power Plant was signed at Nandipur between Northern Power
Generation Company limited (NPGCL) and Hydro Electric Power System
Engineering Company of China (HEPSEC) for a period of ten years. The
plant’s conversion, which is expected to be completed by the end of
Apr’17, will significantly improve its performance, reduce operating
costs, and result in overall improvement. With this conversion, the
generation capacity of the plant will increase from 425 to 525 MW.
UK, ADB extend support to Pakistan
Pakistan govt. has kicked-off a two-year project to formulate a “National
Transport Policy” which will cover railways, roads, ports and shipping,
aviation and logistics services in Balochistan, KPK and Punjab. In this
regard, UK govt. through its Department for International Development
(DFID) is funding the project under its Pakistan Economic Corridors
Program (PECP) which will be administered by the Asian Development
Bank (ADB). The DFID and the ADB are also supporting Sindh and Punjab
to develop more commercially viable public-private partnerships to meet
Pakistan’s infrastructure needs.
Pakistan, Hong Kong ink pact to avoid double taxation
Pakistan and Hong Kong have signed the pact on avoidance of double
taxation and prevention of fiscal evasion with respect to taxes on income.
Under the agreement, double taxation will be avoided in any Pakistani tax
paid by Hong Kong companies and will be allowed as a credit against the
tax payable in Hong Kong on the same profits, subject to the provisions
of the tax laws of Hong Kong.
Facility of GSP plus to remain intact by Dec 31, 2023: Dastgir
In a meeting with businessmen, Commerce Minister Khurram Dastgir has
said that the GSP plus facility granted to Pakistan by European Union
would remain intact by Dec. 31, 2023, so Pakistani exporters should fully
concentrate on enhancing their exports to the potential markets of EU
countries.
USAID project: first vegetables consignment shipped to Dubai via sea
In a bid to enhance vegetable exports by reducing the cost, Pakistan has
shipped first consignment of selected vegetables to Dubai via sea route
on an experimental basis. With export via sea route, exporters can save
PKR 75/kg as air shipped cost of vegetable is PKR 80/kg compared to
only PKR 5/kg through the sea route. The first-ever consignment of nine
select vegetables including tomato, Brinjal, cucumber, carrot, okra, long
melon, etc. weighing seven tons has been shipped to Dubai on Feb. 20,
2017 under the Agricultural Market Development (AMD) project of the
United States Agency for International Development (USAID).
Pakistan Railways launches mobile app for seat reservation
Pakistan Railways (PR) has announced the launch of its first mobile
application, in a bid to facilitate travelers to reserve seats of their choice
without having to visit their local ticketing office. In addition to being able
to reserve their seats on 48 trains, passengers can view information
regarding arrival, possible delays, expected travel time, stoppages and
payment solutions through the newly launched app.
* Note: The above news items have been published in various national
newspapers during the period 28 Jan’17 to 28th Feb’17.
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Valuation Ruling Received From
Directorate General of Customs Valuation, Custom House, Karachi
or Further Details: Kindly contact Mr. Saqib Good Luck (Chairman, Customs, Valuation, Import & Anti-Smuggling Sub-Committee 2016-17) through Email on msaqibgoodluck@gmail.com

S. No.

Date

Valuation
Ruling #

Detail of Valuation Ruling

H.S. Code

1

16-Feb-17

1047/2017

Determination of Customs values of Various Spices &
Nutmeg under Section 25-A of Customs Act, 1969.

0904.1190, 0904.1110,
0904.1120, 0907.1000,
0908.3120, 0908.2100,
0908.1100, 0909.6100,
1211.9000, 0909.3100,
0909.2100, 1211.9000,
1302.3900, 0910.9990,
0813.4010, 1301.9020,

2

17-Feb-17

1048/2017

Determination of Customs values of Wall Paper under
Section 25-A of Customs Act, 1969.

4814.2000

3

20-Feb-17

1049/2017

Determination of Customs values of Ployester Filament Yarn
under Section 25-A of Customs Act, 1969.

4

21-Feb-17

1050/2017

Determination of Customs values of Butter Derived from
Milk / Dairy under Section 25-A of Customs Act, 1969.

5

21-Feb-17

Determination of Customs values of Vehicles Above 1800CC
1051/2017
of Japanese Origin under Section 25-A of Customs Act,
1969.

6

23-Feb-17

1052/2017

Determination of Customs values of Caustic Soda Flakes
under Section 25-A of Customs Act, 1969.

2815.1100
8415.1020, 8415.1010,
8415.1030, 8415.1090,
8415.8200, 8415.8300

7

23-Feb-17

1053/2017

Determination of Customs values of Airconditioners under
Section 25-A of Customs Act, 1969.

8

27-Feb-17

1054/2017

Determination of Customs values of Festive / Christmas
Snow Spray under Section 25-A of Customs Act, 1969.

9

28-Feb-17

1055/2017

Determination of Customs values of Begomatic Bladder
Scrap under Section 25-A of Customs Act, 1969.

28-Feb-17

Determination of Customs values of Natural Raw Rubber
1056/2017 Latex Centrifuged 60% DRC under Section 25-A of Customs
Act, 1969.

10

11

28-Feb-17

0405.1000

9505.9000
4004.0010
4001.1000

1057/2017

Determination of Customs values of Sorbitol Powder
Pharmaceutical & Industrial Grade and Sorbitol Solution
70% Non Crystal Line Grade under Section 25-A of
Customs Act, 1969.

2905.4400, 3824.6000

Determination of Customs values of Split Air Conditioners
(Conventional / Inverter Type) under Section 25-A of
Customs Act, 1969.

8414.5190, 8415.9099,
8415.4010, 8501.4090,
8543.7010, 8415.9029,
8415.9011, 8415.9030,
8414.3010, 8414.5190,

12

28-Feb-17

1058/2017

13

28-Feb-17

1059/2017 Determination of Customs values of Umbrella under Section
25-A of Customs Act, 1969.
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6601.9900

KARACHI CHAMBER OF COMMERCE & INDUSTRY
(February 17)

Mexico

Mexico – a brief overview
Mexico achieved its independence
early in the 19th century after being
part of New Spain for three
centuries. The country is considered
to be the 12th largest exporter
overall and 8th largest oil producer
in the world.
Economy of Mexico
Mexico has a free market economy and is considered to be in principal a large
manufacturing country. The state is increasingly dominated by the private sector
available with sound infrastructure for various industries like automobiles along
with plenty of oil reserves. All this has made Mexico an attractive destination for
investors. Furthermore, country's economic success has been mainly derived from
its foreign trade earnings largely based on 12 Free Trade Agreements (FTAs) which
covers around 40 countries of the world. The global financial crisis of late 2008
caused a massive economic downturn the following year. However, growth returned
quickly in 2010. Ongoing economic and social concerns include low real wages,
underemployment, inequitable income distribution, and few employment
opportunities for the largely indigenous population in the impoverished southern
states. Recently, the government has expanded competition in seaports, railroads,
telecommunications, electricity generation, natural gas distribution, and airports.
Key Industries of Mexico
Main industries of Mexico are food and beverages, tobacco, chemicals, iron and
steel, petroleum, mining, textiles, clothing, motor vehicles, consumer durables,
tourism while its main agriculture products are corn, wheat, soybeans, rice, beans,
cotton, coffee, fruit, tomatoes, beef, poultry, dairy and wood products.
Mexico's major trading commodities and partners
Major export partner of Mexico is USA whose share of total exports is 81.1%.
Similarly, major import partners of Mexico are USA (47.3%), China (17.7%), and
Japan (4.4%).
Economic Relations between Pakistan and Mexico
Mexico opened its Embassy in Islamabad in 2007. The first-ever meeting of the
Pakistan-Mexico Joint Commission on trade, investment and economic cooperation
was held in Oct'12. The agreement to establish the Pakistan-Mexico Joint
Commission was made in 2004.
Bilateral Trade Relations between Pakistan and Mexico
Trade between Mexico and Pakistan is low as more than 80% of Mexican trade is
with the USA thus leaving very little room for its trade with other countries. During
Fiscal Year 2016, Pakistan exported goods worth $ 107.9Mn to Mexico as against
exports of $ 112.87Mn in the same period last year showing decline of 4.4% in
Pakistan's exports. On the other hand, Pakistan's import from Mexico fell by 19%
to $ 9.26Mn during period under review as against imports of $ 11.44Mn year ago.
The trade balance stood at $ 98.59Mn remaining in favour of Pakistan.
Potential for enhancing bilateral trade between Mexico and Pakistan
- Bilateral cooperation could be enhanced in auto-parts, automobiles, home
appliances, food processing, surgical, sports goods, textile, agroproducts,
pharmaceutical and plastic sectors.
- Mexico imports edible meat offal from China. Pakistan is one of the largest meat
producers in the world. Thus exporters can seek Mexican markets for enhancing
meat exports.
- Investors fom Mexico should explore areas of common interest as Pakistan is
becoming more competitive in the world by having cheap labour.
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HAMMAD ENGINEERING
Co. (PVT.) LTD.

ALL PAKISTAN CHAMBERS’ &
ASSOCIATIONS’ CONVENTION

Transforming efforts into progress

as well whereas the decisions taken by the Committee will be adhered
by all Chambers/ Associations across Pakistan.

Manufacturers Of
Power & Distribution
Transformers

After due deliberations, participants of the Convention agreed on a joint
strategy and issued the following decisions which were distributed
amongst media personnel at a press conference prior to conclusion of
the Convention:

Product Range: 1 KVA to 10 MVA
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(Voltage upto 33 KV)

1.

All the Chambers and Trade Associations, signatory to this
communique will not submit any proposals or
recommendations for the Federal Budget for the fiscal year
2017-2018.

2.

The Ministry of Finance and Federal Board of Revenue are
hereby urged to first implement Budgetary Proposals which
were submitted by the participant chambers and associations
during the last 4 (Four) financial years since these were entirely
ignored and disregarded. Therefore the submission of any new
proposals would be an exercise in futility.

3.

The participants urged the Ministry of Finance and Federal Board
of Revenue to withdraw the draconian provisions and laws
giving immense discretionary powers acquired through last four
Finance Bills, to the officers of Inland Revenue and field
formations which is a core issue and resulting in hardship, loss
of productivity and mental torture to the business community.
These laws have kept a large number of potential tax-payers out
of the tax regime. In fact these laws are a deterrent to
broadening of tax-base and resulted in promoting the culture of
tax-evasion.

4.

All chambers and associations who had given their input and
taken part in the proceedings of Tax Reforms Commission
formed by the Government with the commitment that its
recommendations will be implemented in letter and spirit, have
expressed their dismay and disappointment over the failure to
adopt the recommendations on which a complete and total
consensus was evolved among stakeholders, government
functionaries, FBR officials and tax professionals. The
commitment to implement these recommendations be fulfilled
immediately.

5.

The Chambers and trade bodies further suggested that no
changes should be made in tax laws including Income Tax
Ordinance 2001, Sales Tax Act 1990, Customs Act 1969 and
Federal Excise Act, through the Finance Bills. Finance Bill
should be confined to the budgetary and fiscal measures only.
Any changes in the tax laws and provisions should be tabled
through separate Bills in the parliament and passed after
necessary debate and consultation with stakeholders.

6.

All Chambers and trade bodies strongly denounced the misuse
of discretionary powers by the officers of IR under Sections
38A, 38B, 40A, 40B, 176 and 177. We also urge the government
to withdraw these sections immediately and restrict the
enforcement of the said sections. Otherwise the government will
be responsible for the consequences which may force us to go
to any humanly possible means and actions which may have
negative ramifications for the revenue.

WE MANUFACTURE:
Distribution Transformers, Step Down or Step Up
Power Transformers, Step Down or Step Up
Rectifier Transformers, including 1-Ph, 3-Ph
Pad Mounted Transformers
Customized Transformers
Chokes/ Reactors, 6, 12 & 24 Pulse
Furnace Transformers
Dry Type Transformers
MES
Auto Transformers
Pakistan’s First Transformer Testing Laboratory
Accredited by Pakistan National Accreditation
Council (PNAC) ISO 17025: 2005

OUR CLIENTS

Textile Industries

Steel Industries

Sugar Industries

Housing Schemes
Glass Industries

ISO 9001: 2015 - ISO 14001: 2004 - OHSAS 18001: 2007

19- Km, Multan Road, Lahore.
Tel: 042 37510463 Mob: 0321-4523277
Info@hammadengineering.com

Fax: 042-37510924

www.hammadengineering.com
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In case these demands are not accepted by the authorities concerned,
the participant chambers and associations will resort to all possible
lines of action within their rights including remedy from competent
courts of law to have their legitimate demands accepted to withdraw
the discretionary powers of the FBR and officers of Inland Revenue.
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the cost of doing business, improve
depleting exports, and also prove to be very
favorable for the entire economy.
In my view, constant harassment and unrest
through discretionary powers would never
yield results as such practices only
discourage people who prefer to stay
outside the tax net keeping in view the
grievances being suffered by loyal taxpayers
however, a business friendly and tax-friendly
culture along with feasible tax rates would
surely yield positive results as people will be
encouraged to voluntarily come forward to
clear their taxes.
I would like to assure that we, at Karachi
Chamber, are utilizing all available platforms
to provide relief to loyal taxpayers who are
trying their best to stay afloat despite all
odds.
Now let me brief you about some of the
important event which recently took place at
Karachi Chamber. Director General Pakistan
Rangers Sindh Maj. Gen. Mohammad Saeed
visited Karachi Chamber to discuss matters
of mutual interest. IG Sindh A. D. Khowaja,
during his visit to Chamber, sought KCCI’s
assistance in convincing the government to
replace the obsolete police act 1861 with a
new version in order to enable the police
department to efficiently respond to criminal
activities of 21st century. President of Azad
Jammu & Kashmir Sardar Masood Khan,
Deputy Speaker Sindh Assembly Shehla
Raza, Consul General of Switzerland
Philippe Crevoisier, Consul General of
Indonesia,
Dempo
Awang
Yuddie,
Ambassador of Nepal Sewa Lamsal
Adhikari, High Commissioner of Kenya
Julius K. Bitok, Honorary Consul General of
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Rwanda Farooq Aazam Khawaja and many
others visited the Karachi Chamber to discuss
matters of mutual interest and listen to
business and industrial community’s
viewpoint on how to improve trade and
economic activities.
I would like to reiterate that the leadership of
Businessmen Group, KCCI Office Bearers and
Managing Committee members were trying
really hard to resolve the grievances and
ensure a level-playing field for the business
and industrial community of Karachi. We are
also very grateful to the entire business and
industrial community of Karachi for reposing
their trust and confidence over BMG policies
which have been strictly implemented under
the supervision of BMG Chairman Mr. Siraj
Kassam Teli.
In the end, I would like to express heartfelt
grief and sorrow on sad demise of Moazzam
Hayat Paracha, who lost his life in a
mysterious blast in Defense Z Block, Lahore.
We, at KCCI, are deeply shocked and
saddened over the tragic incident as
Moazzam Hayat Paracha was a senior
BMGIAN and Former Managing Committee
Member 2004-05. He will always be
remembered by the entire business and
industrial community of Karachi for his
commitment and dedicated services. We pray
that may Almighty Allah grants forgiveness,
places the departed soul in heaven and gives
courage to the family members of late
Moazzam Paracha to bear this irreparable
loss. Ameen.
Sincerely Yours
Shamim Ahmed Firpo
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Senior Vice President of the Karachi Chamber of Commerce and Industry Asif Nisar
presenting Chamber’s crest to Chairman of Pakistan Computer Association Asif Yousuf Vohra
who led a PCA delegation during its visit to KCCI. Vice President KCCI Muhammad Younus
Soomro and KCCI Managing Committee members are also seen in the picture.

Ms. Nida Aman, (Secretary-Event Management)
Karachi Chamber of Commerce & Industry
through email on nida.aman@kcci.com.pk
or on telephone number 99218001-09 Ext 118
For further details write to:
Aiwan-e-Tijarat Road,
Karchi (Pakistan)
P.O. Box 4158 Karachi - 74700
Tel: 92-21-99218001-5
Fax: 92-21-99218010
E-mail: info@kcci.com.pk
URL: www.kcci.com.pk

National Database & Registration Authority
(NADRA)
has
gained
international
recognition for its success in providing
solutions for identification, e-governance
and secure documents that deliver multipronged goals of facilitating the public. Indepth Research and Development efforts
have enabled NADRA to become the
trailblazer in the area of Software
Integration, Data Warehousing, Network
Infrastructure Development and Project
Management.
NADRA Facilitation Centre has been
established at KCCI to facilitate the
members of the Karachi Chamber in
matters related to CNIC.

Chairman of Karachi Chamber’s Diplomatic Missions & Embassies Liaison Sub-Committee Altaf A. Ghaffar
presiding over the first meeting of his Sub-Committee at Aiwan-e-Tijarat. President KCCI Shamim Ahmed
Firpo is seen addressing the meeting while Senior Vice President KCCI Asif Nisar, Vice President KCCI
Muhammad Younus Soomro, former SVP Muhammad Ibrahim Kasumbi, Chairman Special Committee for
My Karachi Exhibition Muhammad Idrees, Secretary General S.M.H. Rizvi, and Managing Committee
members are also present at the picture.
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This facilitation centre is authorized for
issuing the NADRA Smart Card to the
members of the Karachi Chamber. KCCI
members can submit their NIC application
forms and collect their NADRA Smart
Cards in a hassle free environment without
standing in long queue.
Working hours for the NADRA facilitation
centre are from 10.00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
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